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THA In-House Counsel Meeting 

September 16, 2022 – 9:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. 
Texas Hospital Association - Board Room  

Austin, Texas 

Overall program objective: To provide in-house counsel with updates on current legislative, 
regulatory and legal issues impacting hospitals and health care systems. 

I. 9:00-9:30 a.m. – Welcome, Introductions, & Operational Issues Part I (Steve
Wohleb, Heather De La Garza, Cesar Lopez, THA) – This presentation will cover legal
and regulatory operational issues affecting hospitals.

II. 9:30-10:30 a.m. – Third Party Recoveries: Best Practices and Legislative Update

– (R. Louis Bratton – President, The Bratton Firm P.C.) – This presentation will cover

the process for hospitals who provide uncompensated care to accident victims for the

hospital to be paid on the patient's balance of the patient's personal injury claim, and

for a health plan/hospital district plan who pays benefits to an accident victim to be

reimbursed for those benefits or the cost of care from the plan beneficiary's personal

injury claim. Learn the best practices and the pitfalls to avoid in your reimbursement

program, the ramifications of legislative changes and Texas Supreme Court rulings on

the hospital third party liability recovery process, and the statutory requirements

related to having lawyers involved in both your hospital and health plan

reimbursements.

III. 10:30-10:45 a.m. – BREAK

IV. 10:45-12:00 p.m. – Operational Issues Part II (Steve Wohleb, Heather De La Garza,

Cesar Lopez, THA) – The THA legal staff will lead an interactive presentation and

discussion on the challenging regulatory and legal issues affecting hospitals today and

in the near future, including day-to-day operational issues raised by member hospitals,

such as telemedicine, complying with federal requirements (e.g., Sec. 1557 and info.

blocking rules).

V. 12:00-12:45 p.m. – LUNCH

VI. 12:45-1:45 p.m. – Navigating Government Investigations (Ethics CLE) – (Roswill
Mejia & Jeff Layne, Reed Smith, LLP) – This presentation will review best practices for
internally investigating inquiries, including maintaining confidentiality and attorney-
client privilege (which should cover the ethics credit), and highlight some of the latest
developments in the False Claims Act space.

VII. 1:45-2:45 p.m. – Texas’ 88th Legislative Session – A Preview – (Jennifer Banda,
Carrie Kroll, Cameron Duncan, Sara Gonzalez, Anna Stelter, THA) – This presentation
will provide an overview and insider’s perspective on legislation from the 88th

Legislature and rulemaking that will impact hospitals and health care providers.

VIII. 2:45-3:00 p.m. – BREAK



IX. 3:00-4:00 p.m. – Operational Issues Part III and Roundtable Discussion – (Steve
Wohleb, Cesar Lopez, Heather De La Garza, THA and Group) – The THA legal staff
will lead a discussion to address issues and consider best practices related to topics
such as care related to end-of-life treatment, access to abortion, and price
transparency requirements.

X. 4:00 p.m. – Adjourn
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W H AT  T O  E X P E C T

•  Stellar program lineup designed and  
    presented by some of the best and brightest  
    lawyers in the nation. 

•  Opportunity to earn up to 13.5 continuing  
    legal education hours, including 1.5 ethics  
    hours! (not including the pre-conference  
    workshop) 

•  Excellent networking opportunities. 

•  And so much more!
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  Registration and Breakfast

  The Stark Reality of the Physician Self-Referral  
  Law and the Kick of the Anti-Kickback Statute  
  in 2022 | Tracie Smith Bedeaux, Senior Coun-
sel, Regulatory Group, Tenet Healthcare, Dallas; and B. Scott 
McBride, Partner, Morgan Lewis, Houston
 
The AKS and Stark Law have been a focus of regulatory com-
pliance and enforcement for years.  These laws are expected 
to continue to trend strong going forward.  And while compli-
ance with the laws may not always be clear, the exposure for 
non-compliance can be immense.  This session will focus on 
recent enforcement activities and case law related to the AKS 
and Stark Law. This session will also review recent regulatory 
updates and compliance issues.
\
  Case Study: State of Texas v. Kimberly Saenz 
  Stephen Abbott, Sergeant, Lufkin Police 
Department, Lufkin; Michael Schwartz, Deputy Director, U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, Richmond, VA; and Chris 
Tortorice, U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia, 
National Security Division, Washington, DC
 
In the spring of 2008, DaVita Dialysis in Lufkin, Texas 
experienced an unexplained spike in the number of 
patients suffering severe adverse events during their dialysis 
procedures.  During the month of April alone, a total of ten 
patients went into cardiac arrest during treatment, five of whom 
died.  After a lengthy and complicated investigation involving 
the Lufkin Police Department, the Centers for Disease Control, 
the Food and Drug Administration, the US Department of 
Health and Human Services and the Department of Justice, a 
licensed vocational nurse, Kimberly Saenz, was charged with 
capital murder and aggravated assault for injecting bleach into 
the dialysis lines of the ten victims – a method of poisoning 
which had never been alleged in a criminal case.

   Texas Legislative Update | Jennifer Banda, 
  VP of Advocacy, Texas Hospital Association, 
Austin; and Kelly Flanagan, Assistant General Counsel, Texas 
Medical Association, Austin

This session will include an update on the upcoming 
2022 elections and their potential impact on Austin and 
Washington, D.C healthcare policy, as well as an overview 
of legislation, rules and regulations from the past year. 
Presenters will also discuss the upcoming state legislative 
session.

8:45 - 9:45 am 

9:45 - 10:30 am

M O N D AY
O C T O B E R  1 0 T H

7:00 - 8:00 am

8:00 - 8:45 am  

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEES*

Full Conference    $599
Government Employee   $399
Law School Student (Y1-3)   $250  
Optional Pre-Conference    $95 
Workshop Add-on

*register early before Sept. 7  
to take advantage of best pricing

R E G I S T E R  O N L I N E  AT
w w w . t e x h e a l t h l a w . o r g / l a w c o n f (continued)

This annual event is a popular draw  
for attorneys who work in the health care  
sector or advise health care clients. This year’s 
in-person program will feature two full days of 
continuing legal education.
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  Break

  Code Red for Health Care Labor Markets—Criminal  
  and Civil Antitrust Enforcement Trends   
Wendy K. Arends, Partner, Husch Blackwell, Madison, WI; 
Dan Loveland, Trial Attorney, U.S. Department of Justice, 
Washington, DC; and Matthew W. Lunder, Trial Attorney, 
U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, DC

From first-of-their kind criminal no-poach and wage-fixing  
prosecutions with the potential for jail time, to civil suits  
challenging the enforceability of non-solicitation agreements, 
DOJ, state attorneys general, and private plaintiffs are 
actively pursuing alleged illegal agreements relating to 
health care labor markets. Despite two recent not guilty 
verdicts in these cases, competition considerations in the 
HR realm should continue to be a compliance concern. This 
panel will explore the intersection of antitrust and 
healthcare HR issues, provide an update on recent cases, 
and highlight risk mitigation strategies.

         Enforcement in Private Equity Health Care:   
         A Burgeoning Trend?  | James Gillingham,  
Civil Chief, U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of 
Texas; and Ryan J. Meyer, Partner Katten Muchin Rosenman 
LLP, Dallas

After years of escaping scrutiny in health care investigations, 
private equity firms and individuals over the last 5 years have 
been the subject of increasing Government enforcement. 
Offering perspectives from both the Government and the 
defense bar, this panel will explore recent enforcement 
trends and analyze potential traps for the unwary in deals 
and operations.  Most importantly, the panelists hope to 
give you the tools necessary to make sure neither you nor 
your clients appear in DOJ‘s next press release!

  Networking Lunch

   Distinguished Service Award Presentation

  When Health Care Fraud Meets Identity Theft:  
  The Story of U.S. v. Davis, et al., and How Three 
Letters Were Turned into a $20 Million Dollar Fraud | Matthew P. 
Wolesky, U.S. Attorney's Office for the Western District of 
Missouri

This presentation is a story of how social engineering allowed 
several individuals to impersonate Cerner Corporation and 
its employees to investors and hospitals resulting in a fraud of 
over $20 million dollars. This fraud was elaborate and bold, in- 
volving perjured testimony, doctored trial exhibits, fraudulent 
lawsuits and bankruptcies, fake website domains and email 
accounts, fake business entities with fake phone numbers, fake 
bank accounts, and fake addresses. The scheme even resulted 
in a fraudulent $25 million dollar verdict in the EDTX. This 
presentation is about the lessons learned from that investi-
gation,which opened eyes among many lawyers, judges, 
doctors, and hospital administrators across the country. 

   What’s New In No Surprises | Ellee Cochran,  
  Partner, Husch Blackwell, Austin; and 
Cameron Duncan, VP of Advocacy and Public Policy, Texas 
Hospital Association, Austin

An overview of the history of the No Surprises Act, the 
implementing regulations, and latest developments in 
litigation involving the regulations and discussion around 
the hurdles both payors and providers have been facing in 
implementing these new rules.

  Break

  Protecting Your Clients—and Yourself—on the  
  Front End of the Deal | Fletcher Brown, Partner, 
Waller, Austin; Adrian Garcia, U.S. Attorney's Office for the 
Eastern District of Texas; and Wilson G. Jones, Partner, 
Bracewell, Dallas

This lively panel, comprised of two healthcare regulatory 
lawyers and a current DOJ enforcement lawyer, will provide 
insight on how the federal government looks at ownership 
and contractual arrangements on the back end of a deal, 
so counsel can be better prepared to advise their clients on 
the front end—and manage their own risk—while navigating 
the numerous minefields created by complex healthcare 
transactions in this high enforcement area.

  Medicare “Bankruptcy” | Zack Buck, Associate  
  Professor of Law, University of Tennessee

This session explores five key legal questions that would 
emerge if the Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust Fund 
were to reach the brink of insolvency, or go over the edge.  
This includes discussion of the judgment fund, Medicare’s 
discretion to adjust reimbursement rates, and jurisdictional 
issues.

  The Kidnapping of Howard Hughes  
  Rick Harrison, Partner, Waller, Austin

In 1946, Howard Hughes was terribly injured in the crash 
of an airplane he was developing for the Air Force (then 
the Army Air Corps).  Due to the extent of his injuries, he 
was not expected to survive, but did, though he left the 
hospital addicted to morphine.  In the years to come, his 
treating physicians continued to supply him with narcotics 
to sustain his addiction and manipulate him into signing 
lifetime employment contracts and consulting agreements 
to a coterie of staff.  This talk centers on the toxicity of his 
relationships with caretakers and the ethical lapses of the 
physicians and lawyers representing the Hughes Estate.

   Reception

M O N D AY,  O C T O B E R  1 0 T H  (continued)

10:30 - 10:45 am

10:45 - 11:30 am

11:30 am - 12:15 pm

12:15 - 1:05 pm

1:05 - 1:15 pm

2:15 - 3:00 pm

3:00 - 3:15 pm

3:15 - 4:15 pm

4:15 - 5:00 pm

5:00 - 5:45 pm

5:45 - 6:45 pm

(continued)

1:15 - 2:15 pm



  

  Breakfast

  Annual Liability Update | Yvonne K. Puig,  
  Chief Integration Partner, Life Sciences and 
Healthcare, United States, Norton Rose Fulbright, Austin

Learn about key cases that impacted the healthcare industry 
and your practice during the past year, including  
emerging legal issues and theories in health law. Key 
regulatory changes will be covered and attendees will 
be provided a comprehensive paper for use as a “go to” 
resource guide throughout the year.

  Hot Topics in Healthcare Enforcement- Civil  
  and Criminal | Jack J. Geren, Jr., Retired 
HHS/OIG Special Agent, Dallas; James Gillingham, U.S. 
Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Texas; and Jody 
Rudman, Office Managing Partner, Husch Blackwell, Austin
 
A panel discussion with the Government and defense on 
areas of Government oversight and enforcement focus 
including MSO Arrangements, Pass-Through Billing, Antitrust 
Issues, Telehealth, and COVID Relief Fund Fraud. The Panel 
will discuss recent DOJ efforts and cases, civil and criminal in 
these arenas. They will address the concepts and principles 
underlying enforcement activity in these areas, and how 
business arrangements can be viewed as crossing the line.  
They will discuss how the Government might view voluntary 
cooperation.  They will touch on the conduct and timelines 
of investigations, and the often parallel investigations that 
complicate client representation.

  Updates on the Government’s Use of the   
  Travel Act in Prosecuting Health Care Fraud
Frank Coan, Criminal Chief, U.S. Attorney's Office for the 
Eastern District of Texas; and Andrew Wirmani, Partner, 
Reese Marketos, Dallas

This session will discuss prior use of the Travel Act, important 
cases, and where the panelists see the laws/trends going. 

  Break

  Health Data Security:  Cybercrime,  
  Ransomware, and Civil Enforcement
Cade R. Cannon, FBI, Austin; R. David Evans, VP and 
General Counsel, Hendrick Health, Abilene; Ryan Locker, 
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Texas; and 
Josh Russ, Partner, Reese Marketos, Dallas

All industries now exist in a state of preparation for a data 
breach, but the nature of healthcare information  
naturally places the healthcare industry and its customers 
in a particularly vulnerable position.  This panel will discuss 
health data security threats from multiple perspectives: 
the FBI’s view of the emerging threat landscape, the tools 
and trends in civil and criminal litigation for addressing 
security violations, and how major healthcare systems are 
implementing best practices to defensively and offensively 
handle these challenges.

       Employment Law Compliance in a Post  
         Pandemic World | Sachin Bhandari, Asst. GC 
for Labor and Employment, and Asst. VP of Employee Relations, 
Memorial Hermann Health System, Houston; Afsheen Davis, VP 
and General Counsel, Texas Children's Hospital, Houston; David 
B. Jordan, Shareholder, Littler, Houston
 
During this session, the panelists will cover a variety of 
employment law issues arising out of the pandemic, and the 
implications of those employment issues as we transition to 
a post-pandemic work environment. Topics include on-going 
vaccine compliance and mandate restrictions, return to work 
challenges, the flood of remote work and re-settled employees 
out of state or region, and the new face of employee demands 
and challenges in a tight labor market.

        Misinformation and Mistrust as Barriers to  
        Care in Minority & Underserved Communities
Danielle Houston, MSPH, Executive Community Liaison, Gilead 
Sciences, Dallas; and William M. Sage, MD, Professor, Texas 
A&M University

The impact that personal healthcare choices have on the 
national and global health of the world’s population is now 
more evident than it ever was before. This session will examine 
the impact of historical, social and political events on those 
personal choices. The efforts that are being taken to assess and 
address mistrust and misinformation in and amongst various 
communities in Texas and nationally will also be discussed.
 
        Adjourn

 

8:45 - 9:45 am

9:45 - 10:30 am

10:30 - 10:45 am

10:45 - 11:45 am

11:45 am - 12:30 pm

12:30 - 1:30 pm

1:30 pm

8:00 - 8:45 am

7:30 - 8:00 am

(continued)

T U E S D AY
O C T O B E R  1 1 T H

2:00 - 5:15 pm

*OPTIONAL 
PRE-CONFERENCE
W O R K S H O P

Administrative Law Principles in the Context of Health  
Care Payment Issues | Sven C. Collins, Partner,  
Hooper, Lundy & Bookman, PC, Denver

Health care providers are deeply immersed in a regulatory 
environment of substantial scope and depth, affecting 
nearly every part of their operations.  Sunday’s program will 
focus on recent legal developments in administrative law 
as they apply to health care providers navigating their way 
through regulatory challenges. The sessions will include an 
update on recent United States Supreme Court cases and 
other important decisions impacting how courts review 
the actions of administrative agencies like the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services. Against the backdrop of 
this changing legal landscape relating to the level of defer-
ence that is given to an agency’s statutory and regulatory 
interpretation, the Sunday workshop will explore avenues 
for appealing various Medicare agency determinations and 
practical considerations associated with pursuit of such 
appeals. As coding and billing issues are frequently central 
to payment and other disputes arising in the administration 
of government payment programs, a compliance overview 
will also be part of the Sunday workshop. 

 *Be sure to select on the registration form (additional fee applies).

S U N D AY  O C T O B E R  9 T H



This course has been approved for minimum continuing 
legal education to the State Bar of Texas Committee on 
MCLE for up to 13.5 contact hours (includes 1.5 hours  
of ethics credit), plus 3.0 hours for the pre-conference  
workshop add-on.

The Health Law Section has registered with the Texas State 
Board of Legal Specialization to meet the requirements of 
the continuing professional education rules covering  
maintenance of attendance records, retention of program  
outlines, qualifications of instructors, program content, 
physical facilities and length of class hours. This registration 
agreement does not constitute an endorsement by the board 
as to the quality of the program or its contribution to the 
professional competence of the licensee. 

If you need credit in other states, please check with the 
MCLE authority in your jurisdiction for the current rules 
regarding online learning to make sure you will be able to 
self-report your MCLE credit upon completion.

Attendance Policy: Participants seeking continuing  
education credit should claim credit commensurate with  
only those sessions attended in their entirety. Conference 
registration is also required for verification of continuing 
legal education credit.

Gregory N. Etzel, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, LLP, Houston (Chair)
Kristi Duske, UMC Health System, Lubbock (Chair-Elect)
Nathaniel Kummerfeld, U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern 
District of Texas, Tyler
Kenya Scott Woodruff, Katten Muchin Rosenman, LLP, Dallas 
(Treasurer) 
Daniel Sternthal, Munsch Hardt Kopf & Harr, P.C., Houston (Secretary) 
Fletcher H. Brown, Waller Lansden Dortch & Davis, LLP, Austin 
(Past Chair)
Lisa Frenkel, Children's Health, Dallas (Outreach Officer)
Joe Geraci, Husch Blackwell LLP, Austin
James Gillingham, U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of 
Texas, Tyler
Phillip L. Kim, Sheppard Mullin, Dallas (Communications Officer)
Frances Louis, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston
Larry “Max” Maxwell, Max Maxwell Law Practice P.C., Dallas  
(Legal Specialization Officer)
Allison Shelton, Saint Francis Health System, Amarillo
Kelly Walla, Texas Medical Association, Austin
Steve Wohleb, Texas Hospital Association, Austin
Carolanda Woodgett, UTMB, Galveston
Jeff J. Wurzburg, Locke Lord, Austin

DIAMOND

PLATINUM

GOLD

CONTINUING
E D U C AT I O N

HEALTH LAW
C O U N C I L

CONFERENCE 
S P O N S O R S
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Third-Party Recoveries
Best Practices and Legislative Update

Confidential and Proprietary

512-477-8772

R. Louis Bratton

512-477-6081

Louisbratton@brattonfirm.com

Brattonfirmsubrogationservices.com



R. Louis Bratton

The Bratton Firm

(P) 512-477-8772

(F) 512-477-6081

louisbratton@brattonfirm.com 

www.brattonfirmsubrogationservices.com
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1. Hospital Self-Insured Health Plan accident victim plan participants reimbursements

from third-party insurance (Subrogation)

2. Hospital District / Indigent Health Plan accident victim plan participants reimbursements

from third-party insurance (Subrogation)

3. Revenue Cycle Recoveries of accident victim patient balances

from third-party insurance (Hospital Liens & Assignments) –

collecting from someone other than the patient

4. Hospital Self-Insured Disability / Workers’ Compensation Plan

reimbursements from third-party insurance (Subrogation)

Confidential and Proprietary



Third-Party Recovery Effort

■ Goals Today:

1. How to begin and/or increase your recoveries to the level you deserve

2. How to reduce your exposure from your collection effort

3Confidential and Proprietary



Revenue Cycle
Step 1: Patient Injured by Third-Party

1.  Third-party liability recoveries result from a patient who is injured by another person (most common ex. is a car accident).

• This is the third-party (the individual who will become the defendant) 

• To cover the injuries he has caused, the third-party typically has: 

o automobile, 

o homeowners,

o commercial, or

o products liability insurance.

2. The uninsured/underinsured motorist coverage that is available on the patient or on the vehicle that patient is riding in. (These insurance 
companies I’ll also refer to as defendants) is also available. This is first-party insurance.

3. Third and First-Party are terms of art.

4. Collect patient balance from these sources, not the patient.

4

PROVIDER
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Step 2

1. The injured patient will come through an ER and may have been 
admitted.

2. They will have a surgical or non-surgical treatment path.

5

PROVIDER

Confidential and Proprietary



Step 3 – Patient Discharged with Balance Owed

• Upon discharge, the patient will have a balance whether or not they have health insurance. 

• That balance may be the 

1. full bill charged (no payor),

2. copay,

3. deductible,

4. out-of-network balance - not subject to arbitration, or the

5. payor is secondary to third-party liability insurance

• The goal is to recover the patient’s balance from:

1. liability insurance of the defendant, or the 

2. UM/UIM coverage available to the patient.

6

PROVIDER

Confidential and Proprietary



Third-Party Recovery Effort
Provider

When you pursue sources other than the patient for the collection of outstanding balances, you have:

1. Not made a claim against the patient,

2. Eliminated a harassing collection’s process against the patient, which will translate into 

positive patient survey results for the hospital, and

3. Maximized recoveries due to the direct contact with the at-fault party.

4. The collections from third-party sources are always more successful than your traditional 

debt collection process directly against the patient. Big discount/high fee.

7Confidential and Proprietary



Subrogation
Health/Indigent/Hospital District Plan Recoveries

• Plan member is injured by a third-party.

8

Step 1

PAYOR
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Step 2

• Injured plan member comes through an ER and may be admitted and 
have follow up treatments.

9

PAYOR
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Step 3

Your plan provides: 

1. Health Plan benefits

2. Hospital District / Indigent Plan provides the treatment

3. Disability / Workers’ Compensation benefits

10

PAYOR
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Step 4 – The Goal

To recover the amount paid or the cost of benefits provided from the: 

1. liability insurance of the third-party defendant, or

2. the UM/UIM coverage available to the patient.

11

PAYOR
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Fiscal Review
• Your existing reimbursement effort is performing poorly.

1. Subrogation – Payer 
2. Patient balances – Provider

• Your collection efforts is performing poorly due to your:
1. Failure to comply with the statutory changes, and
2. Failure to identify, investigate, and prosecute your collection effort effectively.

• Challenge
1. Whether or not you are seeking a reimbursement for your health plan, hospital district, or patient balances on 

behalf of your hospital. You have a process in house or a vendor who is assisting you who isolates those plan 
members or patients who have claims against third-parties.

2. You therefore have the ability to go back and ask for the following:
A. You need to know the total cost of the care your hospital district has provided,
B. The total benefits your health plan has paid, or 
C. The total chargemaster rate for the outstanding balances on this patient population that you have 

already isolated as having a viable claim against a third-party.
a. Compare this to what you have received from your in-house process or vendor by way of 

reimbursement to your health plan/hospital district or payments on the patient’s outstanding 
balance. 

b. Do this over a 5 year period.
c. You will find that you are collecting well below 50% in both cases. Poor fiscal management and 

not living up to fiduciary duty. This talk will teach you how to prevent that loss and your net after 
you pay your vendor, which is approx. 30%.

12Confidential and Proprietary



Third-Party Recovery Effort

1.  A third-party recovery effort is the identification, investigation, and 
prosecution of the personal injury cases available to accident victim 
patients/hospital health plan beneficiaries.

• A third-party recovery effort must be supervised/monitored by 
attorneys and staff with personal injury litigation experience who 
know how to identify, investigate, and prosecute these claims. 

13Confidential and Proprietary



Everyone Does It (Our Legislature Condones It) 
• Every hospital system as a provider, as well as a health, disability, or workers' compensation benefit payor, seeks 

reimbursement from the third-party that injured their patient/plan participant.

o Contractual Health/Disability Plans uniformly require reimbursement from third-parties

1. Premium-Funded

2. Self-Insured

3. Indigent Plan

4. Hospital District Plan

5. Disability Plan

6. Government Pooled Plans

Texas Legislature has approved of the process – Ch. 140 CPRC

o Statutory Plans require reimbursement

1. Medicaid 

2. Medicare

3. Medicare Advantage

4. Active Military

5. Workers’ Compensation

Each has a statute that condones the process.

o Hospital Lien Statute – Ch. 55 of the Property Code

14Confidential and Proprietary



Right to Subrogate on Benefits Provided 
to Plan Members

• Payors seek reimbursement because it paid for/provided medical care under some form 

of:

1. Health Plan Package

2. Indigent Care Plan

3. Hospital District Program

• The individual injured in the motor vehicle accident is a beneficiary of your employee 

health plan or qualifies for the plan benefits that you provide, you are entitled to be 

reimbursed for the:

o benefits paid or,

o cost of benefits provided

15

PAYOR
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Plan Language
• The rights to be reimbursed are contractual and/or statutory, and consist of the right of: 

1. Subrogation

2. Assignment

3. Reimbursement

o These Contractual Rights for the plan to be reimbursed are found in language in the: 

1. Health insurance contract,

2. Medical benefit plan, and

3. Application for any benefits, and/or

o Statutory Rights:

1. Ch. 140 of the Civil Practice and Remedies Code

2. Ch. 61 of the Health & Safety Code

• Each right provides a different remedy/tool for you to maximize your recoveries. 

• If you do not have appropriate subrogation language, you have no right of recovery.

• Chapter 140 which controls your rights of subrogation presumes that you have appropriate contractual authority to do so. So 
make sure your language is adequate. 

• Cooperation Provision

• Suspension of Benefits Provision

• Disclaims Made Whole & Common Fund Doctrines (for self-funded ERISA plans)

16Confidential and Proprietary



Subrogation

1. The right to sue in the name of the plan participant whose debt you have paid.

2. A right to file suit independent of the plan participant, in the plan participant’s 

name, to be reimbursed.

Confidential and Proprietary 17



Reimbursement

1. The right of reimbursement is critical because if your plan participant settles the 

underlying case and refuses to pay you, the right of subrogation does not allow 

you to pursue your plan participant. The right of reimbursement, however, does. 

2. If no longer a plan participant, suspension of benefits will be ineffective

3. Attorney's fees

Confidential and Proprietary 18



The Right of Assignment

This language assigns plan participant’s claims against the third-party to 
the extent of the benefits that you have provided. 

Confidential and Proprietary 19



Assignment Language
o Proper assignment language allows you to enhance your recoveries over what is allowed under the statute by:

1. Side stepping tactical moves by the plaintiffs’ attorneys to avoid the subrogation claim. 

• Eliminates the plaintiffs attorneys’ tactics of not submitting the medical bills on lost wages in a case or prosecuting a child’s case 
without medical bills being submitted, and

• Eliminates the plaintiffs attorneys’ tactics of not satisfying the lien by settling the case out from under you.

2. May bypass limitations found in Chapter 140 and the hospital lien statute

a. Recovery limits

b. Attorneys fees

c. Collecting from all UM/UIM motorist coverage, which is used 88% of the time in MVAs

d. Collecting from PIP/Med-Pay benefits

o Assignment language also allows you to prosecute claims that the plan member does not pursue.

▪ We know through our extensive healthcare/workers’ compensation subrogation experience that around 25% of viable third-party claims 
under $30,000 are simply not prosecuted through multiple factors, including:

• Plan member’s immigration status, 

• Criminal history,

• Familiarity with the at-fault party, or

• Some injured plan members simply don’t believe in making a claim.

o Example: 

▪ TAC and TML

▪ Police Deputies

▪ Fire Fighters
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Subrogation under Ch. 140 CPRC

• Passed during the 2013 Legislative Session

• Became effective January 1, 2014

• Anti-Subrogation

• Altered healthcare subrogation

• Purpose was to eliminate healthcare and disability subrogation rights in Texas
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Which plans are affected by 
Chapter 140?

• Applies to almost all disability or health benefit plans covering medical or surgical expenses with 
limited exceptions.

• Plans excluded from Chapter 140:

1. Workers’ Compensation

2. Medicare/Medicaid/CHIPS

3. Self-funded ERISA plans

o Not all self-funded plans are ERISA

▪ Example: 

• Church Plans

• Government Plans

22
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Hospital Self-Insured Employee Health Plans / Hospital District / 
County Indigent Plans

■ Most Hospital Employee Self Insured Employee Health Plans and all Hospital 
Districts / County Assistance Programs are created under Chapter 61 of the 
Health and Safety Code, and therefore are subject to Chapter 140.

■ You must have an attorney actively representing your interest or you forfeit 

1/3 fee in every case plus pro rata expenses.
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Payors’ Recovery Limited by 
Ch. 140.005

■ This is where the bulk of the negotiations occur. 

■ Under Fortis (Texas Case Law, at the time) the subrogated party could take the whole
settlement.

■ The bill, as introduced, attempted to limit the subrogated party to 5% of the settlement.

■ Subsection 140.005(a) 

– (a) If an injured covered individual is entitled by law to seek a recovery from the 
third-party tortfeasor for benefits paid or provided by a subrogee as described by 
Section 140.004, then all payors are entitled to recover as provided by Subsection (b) 
or (c).

o States that the statute applies to individuals who are entitled by law to seek 
recovery from a third-party tortfeasor for benefits paid or provided. 

o This means that children and wrongful death claimants could be excluded from 
a subrogation claim by plaintiff’s attorneys manipulating settlements. 
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Payors’ Recovery Limited by 
Ch. 140.005

■ Subsection 140.005 (b) and (c) 

– (b)  This subsection applies when a covered individual is not represented by an attorney in obtaining a recovery. 
All payors' share under Subsection (a) of a covered individual's recovery is an amount that is equal to the lesser of:

1. one-half of the covered individual's gross recovery (50% of the settlement); or

2.  the total cost of benefits
a. paid, 
b. provided, or 
c. assumed by the payor, as a direct result of the tortious conduct of the third-party.

– (c)  This subsection applies when a covered individual is represented by an attorney in obtaining a recovery. All 
payors' share under Subsection (a) of a covered individual's recovery is an amount that is equal to the lesser of:

1. one-half of the covered individual's gross recovery, less attorneys fees and procurement costs as provided by 
Section 140.007 (50% of the settlement minus attorneys fees and pro rata costs); or

2.  the total cost of benefits 
a. paid, 
b. provided, or 
c. assumed by the payor, as a direct result of the tortious conduct of the third-party, less attorneys fees, and 

procurement costs as provided by Section 140.007.
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Payors’ Recovery Limited by 
Ch. 140.005

■ Subsection 140.005 (d)

– (d)  A common law doctrine that requires an injured party to be made whole before a 
subrogee makes a recovery does not apply to the recovery of a payor under this section.

o Made whole doctrine does not apply
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Attorneys Fees for a Chapter 140 
Declaratory Judgment Action

Ch. 140.006

To the extent that either side is to challenge a provision, they will not be able to request attorneys fees 
from the opposition if they win. 
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Attorneys Fees in Recovery Action
Ch. 140.007

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c), a payer of benefits whose interest is not actively 
represented by an attorney in an action to recover for a personal injury to a covered individual shall 
pay to an attorney representing the covered individual a fee in an amount determined under an 
agreement entered into between the attorney and the payer plus a pro rata share of expenses incurred 
in connection with the recovery.

(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), in the absence of an agreement described by Subsection 
(a), the court shall award to the attorney, payable out of the payer's share of the total gross recovery, a 
reasonable fee for recovery of the payer's share, not to exceed one-third of the payer's recovery.

(c) If an attorney representing the payer's interest actively participates in obtaining a recovery, the 
court shall award and apportion between the covered individual's and the payer's attorneys a fee 
payable out of the payer's subrogation recovery. In apportioning the award, the court shall consider 
the benefit accruing to the payer as a result of each attorney's service. The total attorney's fees may 
not exceed one-third of the payer's recovery.
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Attorneys Fees in Recovery Action

Ch. 140.007

• From the payor’s share (limited to 50% of the settlement by Ch. 140.005)

o The plan member’s attorney may recover up to 1/3 of that amount in attorneys fees, plus pro 
rata case expenses, if the plan doesn’t have its own attorney prosecuting a subrogation claim.

• Key words there are “up to 1/3”

o Don’t just give 1/3, make the attorney prove that he earned his/her fee

• Word reduction does not appear in statute. So quit giving “reductions.”
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Fighting the Assessment of 
Attorneys Fees

Fee Shifting Provisions

• Arthur Andersen & Co. v. Perry Equip. Corp., 945 S.W.2d 812, 818-819 (Tex. 1997) 

• Rohrmoos Venture v. UTSW DVA Healthcare, LLP, 578 S.W.3d 469 (2019)

• Failure to give you a medical authorization will prevent an attorney fee being assessed.

• State Bar Rule 1.04

• Ethics Opinion 549

• Court of Appeals opinion in Harris County v. Knapp

• You will find when you pull your subrogation data from the last 5 years that you give away 

1/3 of the claim in every case, and probably more than 50%.

• Applies now to hospital liens
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• Hospitals providing care to injured patients who have a balance when they leave the hospital have a right under: 

o Contract (in the Consent to Treat), and 

o Ch. 55 of the Property Code to file a hospital lien that attaches to the patient’s personal injury claim against 
the person who injured them.

▪ The hospital lien statute was passed in 1933. 

▪ The statute’s purpose is to relieve hospitals of the financial burdens associated with providing care to 
injured patients who have no payor.

▪ The lien only covers patients with personal injury claims.

▪ The hospital lien does not attach to the patient’s property (house, car, credit, etc.), only the patient’s claim 
against the individual who hurt them.

▪ Attorneys fees are now going to be assessed against your hospital lien claim just as they had been in 
health plan subrogation. You need to act now in face of statutory amendments. 

31
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Right to Third-Party Payment on 

Patient Balances, Cont.

o It is not a lawsuit against a patient, it is simply a lien that documents the hospital’s 
right to be reimbursed on the patient's balance:

1. When the patient utilizes the hospital bill in their personal injury claim, and 

2. Is paid in the settlement for that hospital bill. 

o This is a tool that has been used by hospitals since 1933, and one that you should be 
effectively using. 

o The hospital lien is the only remedy set out in Ch. 55 of the Property Code.

o Texas case law seems to confirm that Ch. 55 does not give rise to a private cause of 
action by the hospital against the defendant or the defendant’s liability insurance 
carrier. 
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Hospitals as Providers
New Lien Provisions

• House Bill 2929, submitted by Representative Jeff Leach (Chairman of the House Judiciary & 
Civil Jurisprudence Committee) amended the hospital lien statute (Ch. 55 of the Property Code) 
in 2019 session. 

• Prior version:

Sec. 55.002. LIEN. (a) A hospital has a lien on a cause of action or claim of an 
individual who receives services for injuries caused by an accident that is 
attributed to the negligence of another person. For the lien to attach, the individual 
must be admitted to a hospital not later than 72 hours after the accident.

• Litigation over the term “admitted.”

• Needed a statutory fix
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Hospitals as Providers, Cont.
House Bill 2929

1.  Chapter 55, Property Code, is amended by adding Section 55.0015 to read as follows: 

Sec. 55.0015.  ADMISSION TO HOSPITAL.  For purposes of this chapter, an injured individual is considered admitted to a 

hospital if the individual is allowed access to any department of the hospital for the provision of any treatment, care, or service 

to the individual. – emphasis added

Section 3 of the signed bill states:

“The addition by this Act of Section 55.0015, Property Code, is intended to clarify rather than change the existing law.”

(Contains compromised provisions)

2.  Sections 55.004(b) and (d), Property Code, are amended to read as follows: 

(b)  A hospital lien described by Section 55.002(a) is for the lesser of: 

(1) the amount of the hospital's charges for services provided to the injured individual during the first 100 days of 

the injured individual's hospitalization; or 

(2) 50 percent of all amounts recovered by the injured individual through a cause of action, judgment, or settlement 

described by Section 55.003(a). 
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Hospitals as Providers, Cont.
House Bill 2929

3.  Reference to Section 146 of the Civil Practice and Remedies Code

(d)  A hospital lien described by Section 55.002(a) does not cover: 

(1)  charges for other services that exceed a reasonable and regular rate for the services; 

(2)  charges by the physician related to any services provided under Subsection (c) for which the 
physician has accepted insurance benefits or payment under a private medical indemnity plan or 
program, regardless of whether the benefits or payment equals the full amount of the physician's 
charges for those services; 

(3)  charges by the physician for services provided under Subsection (c) if the injured individual 
has coverage under a private medical indemnity plan or program from which the physician is 
entitled to recover payment for the physician's services under an assignment of benefits or similar 
rights; 

(4) charges by the physician related to any services provided under Subsection (c) if the physician 
is a member of the legislature; or               

(5) charges for which recovery is barred under Section 146.003, Civil Practice and Remedies
Code. 
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Hospitals as Providers, Cont.
House Bill 2929 (2019 Session)

What did House Bill 2929 change and concede to?

• Definition of “admitted” now clearly includes patients who were treated in the ER only

Concessions

• In exchange for the above, TTLA insisted on the following:

o 50% of the settlement cap on the lien amounts

1. It’s in play when defendant doesn’t have adequate insurance

2. Ex. $50,000 bill, $30,000 minimum liability auto limit. No hospital 

would, should, or had been taking more than $15,000 (50%), so gave 

up nothing.

3. Ended three-way splits – so helpful

o Reference to Section 146 CPRC, requiring timely billing of all benefit plans

1. Had been the law since 1999 so gave up nothing.
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Hospitals as Providers, Cont.
Ch. 146 Civil Practice and Remedies Code

Sec. 146.001.  DEFINITIONS.  In this chapter:

(1)  "Health benefit plan" means a plan or arrangement under which medical or surgical expenses are paid for or reimbursed 
or health care services are arranged for or provided.  The term includes:

(A)  an individual, group, blanket, or franchise insurance policy, insurance agreement, or group hospital service 
contract;

(B)  an evidence of coverage or group subscriber contract issued by a health maintenance organization or an 
approved nonprofit health corporation;

(C)  a benefit plan provided by a multiple employer welfare arrangement or another analogous benefit 
arrangement;

(D)  a workers' compensation insurance policy;  or

(E)  a motor vehicle insurance policy, to the extent the policy provides personal injury protection or medical 
payments coverage. (First-party coverage – not a defendant’s liability insurance.)

(2) "Health care service provider" means a person who, under a license or other grant of authority issued by this state, 
provides health care services the costs of which may be paid for or reimbursed under a health benefit plan. 

**Texas Government Code 311.005 defines "Person" to include “corporation, organization, government or governmental subdivision or agency, business trust, estate, 

trust, partnership, association, and any other legal entity.”
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Hospitals as Providers, Cont.
Ch. 146 Civil Practice and Remedies Code

Sec. 146.002.  TIMELY BILLING REQUIRED.  

(a)  Except as provided by Subsection (b) or (c), a health care service provider shall bill a patient or other responsible person for 
services provided to the patient not later than the first day of the 11th month after the date the services are provided.

(b)  If the health care service provider is required or authorized to directly bill the issuer of a health benefit plan for services provided to 
a patient, the health care service provider shall bill the issuer of the plan not later than:

(1)  the date required under any contract between the health care service provider and the issuer of the health benefit plan;  or

(2)  if there is no contract between the health care service provider and the issuer of the health benefit plan, the first day of 
the 11th month after the date the services are provided.

(c)  If the health care service provider is required or authorized to directly bill a third party payor operating under federal or state law, 
including Medicare and the state Medicaid program, the health care service provider shall bill the third party payor not later than:

(1)  the date required under any contract between the health care service provider and the third party payor or the date 
required by federal regulation or state rule, as applicable;  or

(2)  if there is no contract between the health care service provider and the third party payor and there is no applicable 
federal regulation or state rule, the first day of the 11th month after the date the services are provided.

(d)  For purposes of this section, the date of billing is the date on which the health care service provider's bill is:

(1)  mailed to the patient or responsible person, postage prepaid, at the address of the patient or responsible person as shown
on the health care service provider's records;  or

(2)  mailed or otherwise submitted to the issuer of the health benefit plan or third party payor as required by the health 
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Hospitals as Providers, Cont.
Ch. 146 Civil Practice and Remedies Code

Sec. 146.003.  CERTAIN CLAIMS BARRED.  

(a)  A health care service provider who violates Section 146.002 may not recover from the patient any 

amount that the patient would have been entitled to receive as payment or reimbursement under a 

health benefit plan or that the patient would not otherwise have been obligated to pay had the 

provider complied with Section 146.002.

(b)  If recovery from a patient is barred under this section, the health care service provider may not

recover from any other individual who, because of a family or other personal relationship with the 

patient, would otherwise be responsible for the debt.
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House Bill 2064 (2021 Session)

• House Bill 2064 (2021) again amended Section 55.004(b) to read as follows. 

(b)  A hospital lien described by Section 55.002(a) is for the lesser of:

(1) The amount of the hospital's charges for services provided to the injured 

individual during the first 100 days of the injured individual's 

hospitalization;

(2) 50% of all amounts recovered by the injured individual through a cause 

of action, judgment, or settlement described by Section 55.003(a); or  

(3) If the trier of fact specifies the amount awarded for hospital charges 

for services provided to the injured individual, the amount awarded by 

the trier of fact for the services provided to the injured individual by 

the hospital less the pro rata share of reasonable attorney's fees and 

expenses the injured individual incurred in pursuing the claim.
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House Bill 2064, Cont.

▪ Plaintiffs’ lawyers now can not only hold the hospital to 50% of the settlement, but they can actually reduce 

that amount further if they convince a fact finder (jury, mediator, or arbitrator) that a reasonable charge in the 

case is less than 50% of the settlement.  This is a process that can be easily manipulated because both the 

plaintiff and defendant want medical bills to be as low as possible.

▪ Section (b)(3) will also allow a patient’s attorney to further reduce the hospital lien claim by pro rata attorney’s 

fees, but they have the obligation to prove that the fees are reasonable.  

• This is where the upcoming fight will be.

• For health and worker’s compensation plans, we have been fighting attorney’s fees since 2005.  We fight 

attorney's fees using:

▪ The Supreme Court’s opinions in:

➢ Arthur Andersen & Co. v. Perry Equip. Corp., 945 S.W.2d 812, 818-819 (Tex. 1997), and 

➢ Rohrmoos Venture v. UTSW DVA Healthcare, LLP, 578 S.W.3d 469 (2019).

▪ State Ethics Opinion 549, and 

▪ State Bar Rule 1.04.
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House Bill 2064, Cont.

▪ Therefore, just like third-party reimbursement practice under Chapter 140 of the Civil Practices and 

Remedies Code, which controls the rights of reimbursement of health plans, hospital districts, governmental 

pools, etc., and Section 417.03 of the Labor Code, which controls the reimbursement rights of workers’ 

compensation insurers that pay benefits to injured patients, hospitals, in addition to 50% limitation, will have to 

fight plaintiffs’ attorneys’ attempts to reduce your revenue cycle reimbursement claim under Ch. 55 by BOTH:

1. Having a fact finder reduce the amount of the bill to an amount that they consider reasonable, and 

2. Further, reducing by reasonable pro rata attorney's fees. 
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Assignment Language Can Result in 
Revenue Enhancement

• Proper assignment language in your admission and discharge paperwork will enhance your recoveries. 

o You already use assignment language on a daily basis when it comes to assigning first-party rights –
those the patient has against their own health insurer.  

o This language can be used to grant recovery rights against first-party insurance, such as UM/UIM 
coverage, PIP, or Med Pay, and to enhance your rights against third-parties.

o The benefits of assignment language are:

▪ To get around other limitations/requirements of the hospital lien statute such as:

1. 72 hour rule, 

2. 100 days of treatment issue,  

3. Notice requirements,

4. No recovery against UM/UIM coverage, 

5. No recovery in wrongful death cases, and

6. Potentially allows you to get around the 50% cap and avoid the imposition of attorney’s fees.
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Assignment Language Can Result in 
Revenue Enhancement, Cont.

o It further allows you to enhance your recoveries over what is allowed under the lien statute by:

▪ Collecting from UM/UIM motorist coverage, which is used 88% of the time in MVAs,

▪ Collecting from PIP/Med-Pay benefits,

▪ Allowing recovery in death cases, and

▪ Side stepping tactical moves by the plaintiffs’ attorneys to avoid the lien. 

• Eliminates the plaintiffs attorneys’ tactics of not submitting the medical bills in a case or prosecuting 
a child’s case without medical bills being submitted, and

• Eliminates the plaintiffs attorneys’ tactics of not satisfying the lien.

o Assignment language also allows you to prosecute claims that the patient does not pursue.

▪ We know through our extensive healthcare/workers’ compensation subrogation experience that around 
25% of viable third-party claims under $30,000 are simply not prosecuted through multiple factors, 
including:

• Patients’ immigration status, 

• Criminal history,

• Familiarity with the at-fault party, or

• Some injured patients simply don’t believe in making a claim.

o Ex: TAC and TML
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Assignments, Cont.
Enforcement of Hospital Liens Weakened McAllen Hospital v. State Farm Case

1. Until the Spring of 2014, it was believed by all personal injury practitioners on both sides of the 

docket that hospitals in furtherance of collecting on their liens had causes of action against:

1. the patient, 

2. the patient’s attorney, 

3. the defendant, 

4. the defendant’s attorney, 

5. and more importantly, the defendant’s insurance carrier.

2. In May 2014, the Supreme Court issued an opinion in McAllen Hospitals, L.P. v. State Farm 

County Mutual Insurance Co., (Tex. 2014) No. 12-0983, which contains clear dicta that gutted the 

ability of the hospital to threaten suit against any party based on the hospital lien statute. 

3. Defendants and liability carriers are now settling around the liens and all parties are resolving these 

cases without informing the hospital, even if a lien is filed.

4. Assignment Critical Now
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The Process for Providers
• Third-party liability recovery efforts for a provider begin with a review of all patients with trauma codes, regardless of 

whether they have health insurance or not, and who have a balance at the facility. The review should include:

o The EMS run sheet,

o ER triage/treatment notes, and
o Admission records, etc.

• Review non-medical information should include:
o Crash reports;
o Other entities’ investigations;

▪ OSHA,

▪ Coast Guard,

▪ NTSB,

▪ Parks and Wildlife,

▪ Fire Marshals,

▪ Police,

▪ Sheriffs, and 

▪ DPS Investigations.

o Newspaper articles / internet searches;

o TV news segments; and 

• Liability insurance databases (ISO claims search).
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The Process for Providers, Cont.
• Information gained from crash reports:

o The identity of potential defendants.

o The date of the crash for statute of limitation purposes.

o The time of the crash, which may answer questions such as:

▪ If a defendant is likely to be impaired because the crash occurred late at night, or 

▪ If it occurred between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM where the defendant may have been on the job, which would give you 
access to additional insurance.

o The county where the accident occurred, which would feed into the analysis of the options for venue. The value of the claim is 
often tied to the venue options for placement of the claim. 

o Speed limit and road conditions.

o Reference markers on the road or the address, which will allow you to use Google Earth to locate the intersection or the 
location of the accident easier.

o All issues associated with a description of the vehicles in question, which often tell you how much liability insurance you can 
anticipate being carried on vehicle. 

o With regard to the plaintiff and/or the defendant, on the crash report, you can learn:

▪ The injury severity to each; it will show anything from death to non-capacitating injury,

▪ Driver’s age,

▪ Whether the injured victim had their seatbelt on, which is now admissible against the plaintiff if they did not, and could 
compromise your claim,

▪ Whether or not the airbag deployed, and

▪ Whether the defendant is the owner of the vehicle; if not, there may be multiple liability policies available to the claim.
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The Process for Providers, Cont.
o The identity of the plaintiff’s auto liability insurance carrier, which is a good place to get photographs of both vehicles and 

allows you to confirm the type and magnitude of damage that was sustained. 

o The location where the vehicle was towed in case you need to take photographs yourself. If a products liability case is 

implicated, you may want to send an investigator to make sure the weather didn’t degrade any portion of the vehicle; and it 

will allow you to take information off the modules located on the vehicle, if necessary.

o The accident report will also tell you how each person was transferred from the scene, whether they were able to drive away, 

or if they were transported by EMS. 

o The factors and conditions section of the crash report discuss the conduct that contributed to the accident and the investigator's 

opinion, vehicle defects, if any, and  environmental conditions, if any, that contributed to the accident.

o Often, the crash reports set out witness statements and identify information about the witnesses, should you need to contact 

them. Witnesses often have video or photographs on their own cell phones that are useful.

o If there are allegations that the defendant was impaired, it will have toxicology and alcohol screening results in the 

supplement.

o It will identify the investigating officers in the event that you need to obtain the dash cam videos from the investigators.

• Similar information is available on the following investigatory reports: OSHA, Coast Guard, NTSB, Parks and Wildlife, Fire 
Marshals, Police, Sheriffs, and DPS Investigations.
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The Process for Providers, Cont.
• A typical EMS run sheet will give you: 

o Location of the accident if it is not already clear. 

o A narrative by treating EMS personnel that:

▪ Sets out the chief complaint of the injured party, and

• Your hope is that it was to an area of the body or type of complaint that necessitated the later 
treatment and/or things that cropped up later were at least mentioned during the course of the EMS 
triage.

▪ Sets out if the victim was restrained. 

• If the first responders are the EMS, they will determine whether the victim was restrained. If EMS is 
not first on scene, they will ask the first responders that were on the scene. 

o Comments about the damage they saw to the vehicles. 

o A general description of the nature of the accident. 

o An approximation of the intrusion of one vehicle into the plaintiff’s vehicle. 

o A determination of whether the plaintiff struck anything with their head or neck. 

o Whether there was any loss of consciousness.

o A narrative from the plaintiff with regard to their version of the events that led to the accident. 
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The Process for Providers, Cont.
• Review Billing Requests

o It is absolutely critical that you have coordination between the department at the hospital that receives the billing requests and 
the third-party recovery effort, because billing requests are made by injured patients in furtherance of their third-party 
liability claim.

o Billing requests are often made by a:

▪ Injured plaintiff or their attorney, who are going to use the bill to make a claim, and

▪ The third-party’s liability insurance carrier.  

o Your patients go to great lengths to hide the fact that they are making a claim to prevent you from filing a hospital lien before they can 
get their case settled. This is a good way to catch them. 

o Informal Billing Request – Know what to look for in the billing request. The letter that accompanies an informal billing request often 
will tell you the:

▪ Patient's attorney,

▪ Identity of the at-fault party (the individual who hurt the patient), 

▪ At-fault party’s liability insurance carrier, and

▪ Date and location of incident. 

o Formal Billing Request – In the form of a Deposition by Written Questions, Subpoena, or Affidavit request will give you:

▪ All of the above information,

▪ The cause number of the lawsuit that has been filed over the claim,

▪ The county where the suit is pending, and

▪ The identity of attorneys.
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The Process for Providers, Cont.

• The information gleaned above not only assists in furtherance of the prosecution of the third-party recovery effort, 
but it also allows the system to file notice/liens in states other than Texas, which require more information about the 
claim to be set out in the notice. 

• File a hospital lien and notify the proper parties about the lien and your assignment.

• Prosecute the claim to conclusion.

• Fight with patients’ attorneys over:

o Reduction requests;

o Declaratory Judgement Actions over the reasonableness of the charges; and

o Threats of claims under:

▪ Ch. 12 CPRC (false lien statute),

▪ 17.46 TBCC (Texas Consumer protection Statute), and

▪ Debt Collection Act, Section 392 Finance Code.

o The attorney’s fee provision of Ch. 55 of the Property Code, Section 55.004(b)(3).
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The Process for Payors
1. Review/scrub paid claims data supplied by in-house staff or the plan’s TPA to see who likely has been in an 
accident.

2. If the plan member treated in your facilities, review the following medical records:
1. the EMS run sheet
2. ER triage/treatment
3. admission records, etc.

3. If not treated in your facility:
1. contact with patient
2. questionnaires 

4. Review the following non-medical information:
1. crash reports, 
2. OSHA investigations, 
3. newspaper articles, 
4. TV news segments and 
5. liability insurance databases (ISO claims search)

5. Review EOB requests

6. Notify proper parties and prosecute claim to conclusion.  
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Evolution of the Underlying Personal 
Injury Case

• Understanding this process will facilitate a better prosecution of your reimbursement claim and/or help you defend 

reduction request tactics.

• The process is:

o Patient is injured by a third-party.

o The patient will treat either on a: 

▪ Surgical, or 

▪ Nonsurgical course.

o The treatment will end and the patient’s attorney will attempt to settle the case with the third-party liability 

insurer and/or UM/UIM insurer. 

o The patient's attorney will send a SETTLEMENT BROCHURE, which will demand that the patient be 

reimbursed the full chargemaster rate that the patient incurred at the hospital.

o The patient will be reimbursed by way of settlement or by a jury in the form of a verdict for the hospital bill.

o The plaintiff's attorney will then begin aggressive negotiations to get you to eliminate, waive, or sharply reduce 

your reimbursement claim.

o You need to know as much as the plaintiff’s attorney does about the case.
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Proper Investigation Considerations

• A proper investigation prevents: 

oFactual misrepresentations during reduction negotiations, and

oSettlement manipulation by the patient’s attorneys.

• A proper investigation helps identify: 

oWeak cases that need to be compromised, and

oBad optics. 
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Factual Misrepresentations
• The patient will hide the fact that they are making a claim from which you can recover.

• The patient will attempt to settle your claim without your knowledge and not pay you in light of the erosion of 
the strength of hospital liens following the McAllen Hospital case.  So it is now more critical that you locate 
and notify the defendant/defendant's liability carrier promptly. 

• Settlement Brochure vs Reimbursement Negotiations – In spite of the fact the plaintiffs’ attorneys put the 
most positive spin on their cases when negotiating with the defendants’ liability carriers during negotiations 
with you, the plaintiffs’ attorneys will aggressively misrepresent the factual basis of the underlying tort claim:

o The treatment or benefits paid for injuries that pre-existed the underlying case,

o The facts of the case are weak,

o The amount of available liability or UM/UIM coverage, and (defendant only has $30,000 in coverage 
example)

o Additional defendants dram shop/products liability

o You need to know the UM/UIM coverage, even if only filing a hospital lien (which does not allow you to 
be reimbursed from that coverage), because while the defendant may only have $30,000 in liability 
coverage, which ordinarily would require you to reduce your reimbursement claim.  

• Plaintiffs’ lawyers will often attempt to convince you that the case is likely to settle for a low amount, and ask 
you to agree to take a reduction based on that settlement amount.  When in fact, it is not the final offer, which 
will be much higher. Therefore, you must get the settlement documents. 55Confidential and Proprietary



Factual Misrepresentations

• Always get settlement documents before negotiating. You need to confirm the settlement 
amount, whom the settlement is with, what claims are reserved, if any, the fact that you 
received 50% of the settlement, the fact that you did not receive more than 50% of the 
settlement, and the fact that the settlement proceeds are not from an UM/UIM auto liability 
policy. 

• Plaintiffs’ lawyers will often make equitable representation, which are mostly fiction in 
support of a significant reduction, for reasons such as: 

o The plaintiff has other medical bills,

o The plaintiff has lots of lost wages, and/or

o The plaintiff is a widow or other set of sad facts associated with the claim.

• Make sure plaintiffs’ attorneys are reducing fees in cases where they ask you to reduce your 
claim.

• Always determine what reductions other providers/payors are agreeing to.
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Settlement Manipulation

• Submitting only non-medical issues as damages. Plaintiffs’ attorneys can file suit and request only 

intangible damages, such as pain and suffering, disfigurement, mental anguish, or pecuniary losses, 

such as lost earning capacity, and refuse to make claim for past medical damages. 

• Plaintiffs’ attorneys could withdraw claims for medical bills late in the case.

• Case law - In re Allstate Indemnity Company, 622 S.W.3d 870 (S.C.Tex. May 7, 2021). Will make this practice at trial 

more common but they will still submit medical bills in settlement. Critical that your settlement brochure and plan 

language of payor allows for reimbursement even if no medical bills are submitted.

• Plaintiffs’ attorneys could allocate settlement proceeds when there are multiple plaintiffs to those 

that do not have medical bills. (EX: If a parent is injured, a child is in the car, and the parent has 

the medical bills, they simply award the money to the minor.)
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Settlement Manipulation, Cont.

• Wrongful Death vs. Survivor

o An injured patient who passes away after treatment has the opportunity to have a survivor claim 

made, which would include a claim for their medical treatment prior to death and funeral expenses, as 

well as other pecuniary losses. Their heirs also have a wrongful death claim. Plaintiffs routinely make 

both, one for the heirs and one for the estate, and then attempt to drop the estate claim late in the game 

because the wrongful death claim is not burdened by the debts of the estate.  It is critical that you get 

the notice letter, settlement brochure, pleadings, and a release in the case so you can confirm that both 

a claim by the estate and a claim by the wrongful death beneficiaries have been made and resolved.  

o The doctrine of quasi-estoppel prevents a plaintiff’s attorney who has accepted settlement proceeds in 
part for a survival claim from denying that the claim existed in their negotiations with the third-party 
collection vendor.
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Settlement Manipulation, Cont.

• The hospital lien statute talks about negligence of the defendant being the sole type of claim on 
which the hospital can file a lien. The plaintiff attorneys will routinely try to drop the negligence 
claim late in the game if there are other potential claims on which to base the cause of action. 
Again, you must obtain the notice letter, settlement brochure, pleadings, and the release. There is 
an estoppel argument to be made here, as well. 

• Plaintiffs can attempt to eliminate the claim in probate or bankruptcy court by providing notice to 
the hospital, who rarely if ever, responded.  Typically, there is no coordination between the third-
party collection vendor and the entities within the hospital system, who received these notices.
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Settlement Manipulation, Cont.

• Eliminate the claim through Accord & Satisfaction.

o They send your hospital checks for pennies on the dollar with a notation that the account is to be 
“Paid in Full.”  

o After 90 days, the cashing of that check constitutes the elimination of your lien or subrogation 
claim. (Business and Commerce Code, Section 3.311)

o Plaintiffs’ lawyers know that there is never coordination between the individuals who 
receive/process the check and the third-party collection effort.

o There has to be coordination between the divisions that receive checks on outstanding balances in 
the third-party collection effort to make sure that this does not happen. Patients with third-party 
collection claims can easily be flagged to prevent this from occurring.
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Settlement Manipulation, Cont.
• Claims involving minors or incompetents requires a court approval.

o During the course of the prove up hearing, the plaintiff will attempt to allocate the settlement money 
to the minor to the exclusion of the medical claim sidestepping recoveries, because the claim for 
medical bills must be made by the parents. 

o Hospital lien firms are routinely invited to attend the hearing and never come, potentially eliminating 
their rights.

o The best practice is to respond to these by noting that you are not a party to the case, and therefore, 
not bound by the prove up hearing, or to attend the hearing with an attorney.

• Bypass the plaintiff with the funds – Plaintiff’s attorneys will place the settlement funds for the injured 
patient patients in a court trust / special needs trust under Section 142 of the Property Code taking the 
position that the plaintiff did not actually receive the funds, and therefore, they cannot be attached. There is 
common law to the effect that the tactic is not effective if the plaintiff’s attorney is caught in time.

• If you have an attorney monitoring your third-party collection effort, all of these tactics can be 
prevented.

• I am a former editor of the Personal Injury Board Certification Exam and confirm through essay questions 
that I wrote and graded that 75 – 80% of responding attorneys felt it was okay to lie in writing to third-
party collection vendors. We see this in our third-party collection practice on a daily basis.
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Factual & Legal Strengths or Weaknesses of Underlying Tort Case /
Recognizing Good & Potentially Bad Cases

THE STRENGTH OR WEAKNESS OF YOUR THIRD-PARTY RECOVERY 
EFFORT IS WHOLLY RELIANT ON THE STRENGTH OR WEAKNESS OF 

THE INJURED PATIENTS UNDERLYING PERSONAL INJURY CASE. 

• There are good cases with:

• Clear liability,

• Bad defendants, and

• Aggravated liability facts.

• There are tough cases where: 

• The witnesses cannot agree on who is at fault,

• Some of the injuries preexisted, and

• The patient makes a poor witness.
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Factual & Legal Strengths or Weaknesses of Underlying Tort Case /
Recognizing Good & Potentially Bad Cases, Cont.

• Some personal injury liability theories substantively are more difficult than others, including: 

• Bicycle accidents,

• Boating and water sports,

• Product defect claims,

• Nursing home negligence,

• Construction accidents,

• Burn accidents,

• Dog bites, 

• Medical malpractice, and

• Premises cases.

• Products defect, nursing home negligence, medical malpractice, and premises cases are extraordinarily difficult. The 
balance of those listed are much easier.

• While MVAs do comprise the majority of third-party reimbursements, any tort case that an injured patient may have 
can be the subject of a third-party reimbursement claim.

• The point is that the strength or weakness of your reimbursement claim rests on the strength and weakness of the 
underlying claim. 

• There are times when you need to compromise your hospital lien claim because the underlying claim is truly weak, 
and you need to be able to recognize that.
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Bad Optics

• You need someone experienced to evaluate the optics of a particular third-party recovery 
claim. 

• You have to be able to recognize a third-party recovery claim that are going to:

o Generate bad publicity, or

o Involve donors, local celebrities, or power families. 

• Identify a plaintiff’s attorney who is qualified and is the type of attorney itching to:

o File a suit,

o Go to the press, or worse,

o The legislature.

• Remember you are in control of the potential bad publicity or lawsuit. 

• You are the one seeking the recovery, and you need to move forward reasonably when it 
comes to a reduction or waiver request.

• Follow the mission statement, protect the brand, and avoid this hostile reality.
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Hostile Reality of Third-Party 
Collection Efforts in 2022

• I need to disabuse you of any notion that a patient will willingly pay the hospital when their 
tort case is settled. 

• This is particularly unfair to hospitals because to settle their cases, the insured patients use the 
full hospital bill of the chargemaster rate.

• After settling the case, they will then do anything they can to avoid paying the hospital.

• Patient try to hide the fact that they are making a personal injury claim.

• If you do in fact catch them, then you have to deal with their attorney who uses:

o Factual misrepresentations about the case or the insurance coverage available, and

o Attempts to manipulate the settlement to avoid repaying the hospital.
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Hostile Reality of Third-Party 
Collection Efforts in 2022, Cont.

• The efficacy of personal injury cases have been dramatically affected by: 

o Tort reform through HB 4 in 2003, and

o The Texas Supreme Court’s opinion in Escabedo in late 2011, which reduced jury verdicts, 
and therefore settlements by 75%.

• The point is, there will never be enough money to go around to satisfy the: 

o Patient, 

o Their attorney, or

o The hospital bill/health plan.

• Therefore, a highly adversarial relationship between the patient’s attorney and the provider 
develops and manifests itself in each case during the negotiations over your reimbursement claim.
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Plaintiff’s Attorneys Response to Sharply 
Reduced Verdicts

• On a National level:

o There is an 1800-page manual disseminated to American Association of Justice members aimed at 
teaching plaintiffs’ lawyers how to reduce or eliminate subrogation claims. 

• On a State level:

o The Texas Trial Lawyers Association developed tactics solely devoted to the elimination or 
reduction of hospital liens and subrogation claims and disseminated the information through:

▪ TTLA Listserve, and

▪ TTLA Seminars.

o Plaintiffs’ attorneys are encouraged to:

▪ Reduce your subrogation claim prior to the application of the subrogation statutes,

▪ Hide the fact they are making a claim,

▪ Aggressively misrepresent the factual basis of the underlying tort claim, and

▪ Manipulate the settlement in such a way that a hospital or payor cannot recover under its lien
or subrogation claim by manipulating the theoretical basis of the claim.
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Offensive Claims by Plaintiff

Threat of offense claims utilized to: 

1. Get you to reduce or eliminate your reimbursement claim.

2. Prosecute you for making a claim (actual suits filed).

3. Hospital districts/government hospitals are now subject to these claims. 
These entities once thought to be immune from suit are potentially waiving 
this immunity by making an affirmative claim for relief by the 
subrogation reimbursement request or filing a hospital lien. 
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Providers
Offensive Claims by Plaintiff, Cont.

FACTUAL BASIS

1. Reasonableness: 

• Tactic - Plaintiff’s lawyers are getting increasingly aggressive with regard to the use of this tactic.

• Understand this – plaintiff’s attorneys use your bill, or what you paid for the patient’s care, to get the case settled and paid then 

try to not pay on the bill or reimburse the plan.

1. Pre-Litigation

• Solution – It can typically be diffused by requesting the settlement brochure that the plaintiff's attorney has sent to the 

defendant's liability carrier, which includes the full billed charges from the hospital, and furthermore, insists that the charges 

were both reasonable and necessary, and the basis on which the settlement should be made and on which a lien is filed.

2. If there is litigation, they will have potentially 

a. filed billing affidavits at the Courthouse or 

b. answered written discovery

c. Given a deposition, all stating the same thing. 

• ESTOPPEL - A clear estoppel argument can be made when challenged on the reasonableness of the charges. It may not rise to 

level of individual admission because affidavit signed by hospital.
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Offensive Claims by Plaintiff, Cont.

2. Asking for too much in your collection effort

• LEGAL BASIS – Plaintiffs maintain that the following conduct, separately or in 
combination, constitute a violation of: 

o Chapter 12 CPRC, the false lien statute

o The Texas Debt Collection Act (Finance Code 392)

o Texas Deceptive Trade and Consumer Protection Act, which incorporates 
violations of the Finance Code (Texas Business and Commerce Code, Section 
17.41 et seq.)

• The latter of two allow for penalties, additional damages, and attorney’s fees.

• The False Lien Statute, Section 12.002, allows for $10,000 per violation plus 
attorneys fees and exemplary damage.
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Hospital Documents that Give 
Rise to this Theory

1.  Financial Assistance and Charity Policies / limitations of IRS Code 501r

• Charity given presumptively reducing patient balances between 20% - 100% of the chargemaster rate… What percentage of 

chargemaster is your collection effort seeking?

• Solution – exclude patients with claims against responsible parties from the application of your financial assistance/charity policies.

2.  Self-Pay Discount Policy – 20% - 70% of chargemaster rate… What is your collection effort seeking? 

• Solution – exclude patients with claims against responsible parties from the application of your self-pay discount policies.

3.  Absence of a Charity Reversal Policy

• Charities granted presumptively, then you find out the patient is making a claim against a third-party and want to reverse charity. 

• Your relationship with your patient is a matter of contract.

• If you do not have a policy that allows you to reverse charity granted, you cannot reverse charity, and are stuck with zero – fifty 

percent (0-50%) of chargemaster rate as opposed to what you could have collected from the third-party.

• Solution – have a charity reversal policy that: 

1. The patient has access to online and is referenced in the charity application

2. That is re-printed at the bottom of every statement sent to the patient or statement that they have access to online 
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Hospital Documents that Give 
Rise to this Theory, Cont.

4.  Charity Application

• Best practice note - when you revise your charity policies, add a section on the charity application to 

include questions with regard to the cause of the injury or illness that brought the patient to the 

hospital which will assist in identification of these claims. Get what you need from them when 

they want something from you.

5.  Ch. 146 CPRC – Not billing payors

• The failure to timely bill a payor (other than Medicare/Speegle) constitutes a waiver of 

the ability to bill a patient for anything beyond that which a patient would have paid had 

the payor been timely billed.

• Section 146 CPRC mandates providers bill a payor, if available. While the statute does not expressly 

reference hospitals, Texas Government Code Section 311.005 provides for the definition of person is 

not defined under another statute and would include the hospital. 

• Solution – Bill payor
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Risks Associated with Collecting More than 
the Limitations of Chapter 55 Allow

6.  Ch. 55 Limitations

• The issue here is that the revenue cycle department in your hospital is collecting more 

than they are entitled to under the amendments to Chapter 55 of the Property Code. This 

will lead to the statutory claims, above described. 

• Chapter 55 of the Property Code contains limits on your recovery. These limits are the lesser 

of:

1. The reasonable charged amount,

2. 50% of the settlement, or 

3. The amount a fact finder determined to be reasonable.

• You are further not allowed under Texas case law to utilize the lien statute to collect against 

the injured patient’s UM/UIM. 
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Risks Associated with Collecting More than 
the Limitations of Chapter 55 Allow, Cont.
• How does it happen?

1.  The third-party recovery vendor fails to confirm the source of the settlement funds is not UM/UIM 
or obtain the settlement agreement to confirm that the hospital did not take more than 50% of the 
settlement.

▪ Example: Liability carriers practice of swoop and settle. This has been a standard practice for 
my 39 years as an attorney. It occurs as follows: 

• The patient is typically unrepresented and leaves a balance with medical providers.

• The defendant’s insurance carrier will offer the plaintiff $5000 and indemnify the plaintiff 
against any claim on their hospital bill. (In this example, say the hospital bill is $20,000) 

• The patient agrees. 

• The insurance carrier or their vendor ClaimTech, Mitchell, etc., offers you $10,000 on 
your $20,000 balance.

o The hospitals always accept these offers without any investigations.

o Accord and Satisfaction – The liability carrier may just send a check for $10,000 on 
the patient's balance, placing full and final on the check without a conversation. 
These checks are always cashed.

• Now the plaintiff got $5,000 and your hospital got $10,000, twice what the plaintiff 
received, as opposed to 50% of the settlement, which results in a statutory violation.
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Risks Associated with Collecting More than the 
Limitations of Chapter 55 Allow, Cont.

2. Lien Purchasing

• This occurs when there is a large outstanding balance and the defendant's insurance
carrier wants to reduce that balance for the purposes of the Escabedo number at the
trial of the personal injury case.

o Example: You have a $100,000 outstanding balance. The liability insurance
carrier offers you $30,000 on that balance, which you will always take without
any investigation and worse yet, you've taken it at a time when there isn’t even a
personal injury settlement with which to compare the $30,000.

o I suspect your hospital system never confirms:

1. The total settlement, or

2. Whether the money being offered was from the liability carrier for the
defendant or the UM/UIM carrier for the plaintiff.
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Risks Associated with Collecting More than the 
Limitations of Chapter 55 Allow, Cont. 

3. Settlement Companies / Settlement Trusts

• When you resolve cases with companies like ClaimTech or Mitchell 
(companies who negotiate with hospitals on behalf of third-party liability 
insurance carriers), you run the risk of taking more than 50% and/or accepting 
UM/UIM proceeds. May use protective orders to get the documents you need.

• We have negotiated a resolution with ClaimTech/Mitchell for our hospital 
clients where we get the settlement documents and confirmation that we are 
not committing a statutory violation and also standardize discount rates.
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Providers
Word of Caution Regarding Medicare Eligible 

Patients
• Medicare Secondary Payor Act wants the third-party liability insurance of the defendant to be billed to the 

exclusion of Medicare. 

• Speegel opinion states that federal Medicare laws trump Section 146, and a hospital may either: 

o Bill Medicare and withdrawal any claims for the full billed charges against the liability insurance carrier, 
or

o Maintain all claims/liens against the liability insurance settlement. 

• You are not allowed to bill Medicare for 120 days.

• MLN Matters SE17018 – The new concern for Medicare eligible injured patients.

o This bulletin was disseminated as a guide to providers in September 2017, for among other things, how to 
bill liability carriers/file hospital liens instead of billing Medicare. 

o Of particular importance, is question and answer #5, which states:

Q5. How long can a claim/lien be maintained against the liability insurer/the beneficiary’s 
liability insurance settlement? (Can I direct bill/maintain my lien once Medicare’s timely 
filing period has expired?)

A5. CMS’ liability insurance billing policy is that providers are required to drop their 
claim/lien and terminate all billing efforts to collect from a liability insurer or beneficiary 
once the Medicare timely filing period expires.” (after 365 days)
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Providers 
Word of Caution Regarding Medicare Eligible 

Patients, Cont.
o The timely filing period is one calendar year from the date of service. 

o This bulletin is contrary to the purpose of the Medicare Secondary Payor (MSP) Manual, Section 
40, detailing provider options with regard to billing Medicare or liability insurance.  

o The bulletin does not cite any section of the MSP Manual or statute in support of its findings. 

o However, the bulletin is being used by plaintiff and defense attorneys alike to eliminate the 
plaintiff’s medical bill and/or your recovery effort.

o At the request of the Texas Hospital Association (THA), I reached out to CMS for clarification on 
the issue. CMS confirmed that hospitals may only maintain a lien on Medicare eligible patients for 
one (1) year. As you know, most liability claims do not settle within a year, which complicates the 
prosecution.

o THA’s recommendation to hospitals is that hospitals bill Medicare and/or do not attempt to bill a 
patient who has Medicare more than the amount Medicare would have paid.

▪ Solution: The choices are to simply: 

• Bill Medicare since no case of significance settles within a year, or

• Take the position that this is educational material and not federal law at the Medicare 
Secondary Payer Act and continue to bill the third party.
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Word of Caution Regarding Medicaid
Eligible Patients

• Texas Medicaid Providers Procedures Manual, Section 8

o Federal and state laws require the use of Medicaid funds for the payment of most medical services only after all 
reasonable measures have been made to use a client’s third-party resource or other insurance. 

o To the extent allowed by federal law, a healthcare service provider must seek reimbursement from available 
third-party insurance that the provider knows about or should know about before billing Texas Medicaid. 

o Medicaid pays only after the third party has met its legal obligation to pay (i.e., Medicaid is the payor of last 
resort). 

o All claims submitted for Texas Medicaid payment for clients with other insurance coverage must reference the 
information, regardless of whether a copy of the explanation of benefits (EOB) from the insurance company is 
submitted with the claim.

• Unlike Medicare, federal law does not provide preemption because of the percentage of state involvement in the 
process, therefore, state law likely applies, which includes Section 146 CPRC, which mandates that Medicaid be 
billed as the primary payor.

• There is an entire division of Health and Human Services Commission set up to handle third-party reimbursement 
claims, so they view the process as one where they are billed first as well.

• Our experience in representing most of the Medicaid Contractors in the state prior to the state assuming control of 
that subrogation process indicates that Medicaid is a pay and chase system.

o Solution: Bill Medicaid within the timely filing period in spite of federal statutory requirement that they be 
secondary.
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Medical Authorization
• Always obtain a medical authorization from the patient before you submit medical records and bills through 

your third-party recovery effort, otherwise your transmitting PHI inappropriately. 

o One exception might be Workers’ Compensation plans

• Do not negotiate with the third-party payor source who has not provided you a medical authorization to 

discuss the patient's bill.

• Plaintiff's attorneys are routinely sending demand letters to hospitals threatening to file suit over this behavior 

under state and federal privacy act's and it’s just a question of time before suit is filed for this behavior.

• Potential violations

o Simple Common Law negligence

o Intentional infliction of emotional distress

o Violations of the Texas Health and Safety Code Section 181.001 et. seq., which is the Texas Medical Records 

Privacy Act effective September 1, 2012; and 

o Violation of the Texas Administrative Code, Section 22.51-22.67 and 22.1-22.26. 

▪ The case bounced to Federal Court and back down to State Court and is not going to give us much by way 

of direction because the plaintiffs in the case had already filed their medical records in the Courthouse 

making it public record so they didn’t garner much sympathy from the court, but it should raise concern by 

any of you who are engaging in this practice. 
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Risk Avoidance
• Minimize your exposure to offensive claims made by your patients’ attorneys through: 

o Strengthening your contractual rights by adding assignment and reimbursement language.

o Modifying your:

1. Financial Assistance

2. Charity Policies, and 

3. Charity Application to exclude patients with personal injury claims and application of this policy.

▪ Add a section to your Charity Policy which inquires about the facts and circumstances of the injury or illness that 

brought the patient to the hospital.

4. Self-Pay Discount Policies by excluding patients with personal injury claims from the application of these policies.

5. Add a Charity Reversal Policy in the:

▪ Financial Assistance Policy
▪ Charity Application, and
▪ Self-Pay Discount. 

• Ex: Seton

6. The Charity Reversal language needs to be attached to:

▪ Any outgoing contact from revenue cycle in the form of a bill, and 
▪ Needs to exist anywhere that the bill is accessible online, which prevents the application of accord and satisfaction or gift.

7. Identify all cases where hospital liens were filed on emergency room treatment in the event the case takes a bad turn when 

it is first heard in the Court of Appeals if the Supreme Court doesn’t rule so that you can release those liens and fall back

on the assignment language that you need to have in your paperwork.  

8. Develop strategy for Medicare and Medicaid eligible patients

9. Get settlement documents.
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North Cypress and its Effect on 
Hospital Liens & Billing Practices

• North Cypress Medical Center Operating Co. Ltd., 61 WL 1974376 (Tex. 2018)

o Your hospital system is facing increased threats and actual subpoenas seeking contractual reimbursement rates from health insurance 

payors and the cost of the tangibles you supply the patient.

• In Re: K&L Auto Crushers, LLC and Thomas Gothard, Jr.

o Supreme Court of Texas, May 2021

• These cases involve uncompensated care (no payor source)

• If there is a payor, utilize general objections (relevance/privacy/trade secrets/overbroad/overly-budernsome)

• You may need work product objection

• Our standard response:

1. Filed in every personal injury claim,

2. Affidavit on average payment by commercial carriers without protective order,

3. Post information online,

4. Rule 205 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure for costs + protective order, and

• Have witness prepared to testify regarding these issues.  Reductions are determined on a case by case basis
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Workers’ Compensation Plans

1. All of the above concepts apply to reimbursement of the Workers’ Compensation 
Plans 

2. You are not limited to 50% of the settlement 

• Harris County, Texas v. Knapp, 496 S.W.3d 871 (Tex. App. Houston [1st], 2016)  

3. The fight is over Section 417.003 of the Labor Code on attorney's fees and it’s 
conducted the same as the fight over attorney's fees under the Health Plan 
statute, as the provisions are identical.  
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R. Louis Bratton
Since 1983, R. Louis Bratton has been involved in personal injury litigation for 39 years, in addition to all forms of subrogation claims.  He is 

licensed to practice in all Federal Courts in the State of Texas, as well as in the US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.  Mr. Bratton has argued 

cases before most of the Courts of Appeals in the State of Texas, the State Supreme Court, and the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. 

Mr. Bratton and Jay Thompson co-wrote the healthcare subrogation law (Chapter 140 of the Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code) that went 

into effect in Texas in 2014. As a Board Certified personal injury trial lawyer, he has a unique level of skill, dedication, and training, which 

enables him to better identify and prosecute subrogation and hospital lien claims.  Only three percent of Texas lawyers hold this distinction. 

We are the endorsed and recommended third-party subrogation firm for hospitals and hospital health plans by Texas Hospital Association

and TORCH Management Services, Inc.

Honors/Awards

→ Texas Super Lawyers® 2011 – 2022 by Thomson Reuters

→ AV® Preeminent™ Rating by Martindale-Hubbell (Highest Rating Available)

→ The National Trial Lawyers Top 100

→ Member of the American Board of Trial Advocates

→ Member of The National Association of Subrogation Professionals
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FAQs on Preauthorization Exemptions (“Gold Card” Act) 

The Texas Hospital Association offers answers to member hospitals’ questions about the Texas 

Department of Insurance’s (TDI) new rules for certain health plans to implement House Bill 3459, 87th 

Legislature, 2021. HB 3459 amended Chapter 4201 of the Texas Insurance Code adding a new Subchapter 

N to require certain insurers provide preauthorization exemptions – known informally as a “gold card” – 

for particular health care services.   

1. Where can I find the new rules? 

 

The preauthorization exemption rules begin here. Rules on independent review of preauthorization 

exemptions may be accessed here. 

 

2. Who can receive a preauthorization exemption? 
 
Physicians and/or providers.  
 
The statute defines providers as persons who are licensed in Texas to provide health care services 
including physicians, chiropractors, registered nurses, pharmacists, optometrists, acupuncturists, 
pharmacies, and hospitals.  Providers also include persons wholly owned or controlled by an individual 
provider or group of providers who are licensed or otherwise authorized to provide the same health care 
services or persons who are wholly owned or controlled by one or more hospitals and physicians, including 
a physician-hospital organization.  
 

3. Who must comply with the new preauthorization exemption rules? 
 
The rules apply to state-regulated health plans: health maintenance organizations operating under 
chapter 843, Insurance Code; preferred provider benefit plans and exclusive provider benefit plans 
operating under chapter 1301, Insurance Code; and plans issued under the Texas Employees Group 
Benefits Act (chapter 1551, Insurance Code), the Texas Public School Retired Employees Benefits Act 
(chapter 1575, Insurance Code), and the Texas School Employees Uniform Group Health Coverage Act 
(chapter 1579, Insurance Code). These include the Employee Retirement System and the Teacher 
Retirement System of Texas. Federally administrated health plans, such as employee welfare benefit plans 
subject to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), Medicaid and the Children’s 
Health Insurance Program, are not subject to Chapter 4201 and thus not required to issue 
preauthorization exemptions. Collectively the entities that must comply are known as “issuers” under the 
new rules.  
 

4. Do the rules apply to Medicaid plans? 
 
No. Only commercial plans regulated by TDI.  
 
 

https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/87R/billtext/html/HB03459F.htm
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.ViewTAC?tac_view=5&ti=28&pt=1&ch=19&sch=R&div=2&rl=Y
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=28&pt=1&ch=12&rl=601
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5. Do the rules apply to ERISA plans? 
 
No.  
 

6. How do I identify a physician or provider? 
 
Physicians or providers must be identified using the National Provider Identifier (NPI) of the physician or 
provider used to make preauthorization requests. 
 

7. How does a physician or provider receive a preauthorization exemption?  
 
Issuers must conduct an evaluation of all the preauthorization requests submitted by the physician or 
provider during an evaluation period. The evaluation must be based on no fewer than five eligible 
preauthorization requests.  
 
Once the evaluation is completed, an issuer must provide notice within five days from the completion 
date to the physician or provider granting or denying the preauthorization exemption. A physician or 
provider does not qualify for a preauthorization exemption if they received approval for fewer than 90% 
of the eligible preauthorization requests for a particular health care service during an evaluation period.  
 

8. If a physician or provider has submitted less than five eligible preauthorization requests for a particular 
health care service during an evaluation period, can the physician or provider receive an exemption for 
that service? 
 
No. Only physicians or providers that have submitted at least five eligible preauthorization requests are 
eligible for the exemption for a health care service. 
 

9. Does a physician or provider have to request an evaluation by the issuer for any health care service?  
 
No. Issuers are required by law to provide preauthorization exemptions for qualifying physicians or 
providers for particular health care services that are subject to preauthorization as listed on an issuer’s 
website. 
 

10. Does “health care service” include prescription drugs? 
 
Yes. 
 

11. How long is a preauthorization exemption in effect? 
 
Preauthorization exemptions, once granted, are effective from the notice issuance date of the notice 

granting the exemption and must remain in place for six months before they can be rescinded.  

12. Can a hospital rely on a physician or provider’s preauthorization exemption for a particular health care 
service? 
 
Yes, if the health care service is ordered by a “treating physician or provider” that has the preauthorization 
exemption, and the hospital serves as the rendering provider and does not have an exemption. In other 
words, a physician or provider’s preauthorization exemption follows them to the hospital.  Hospitals are 
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also allowed to have their own preauthorization exemption for a particular health care service. TDI 
clarified that evaluations on continued eligibility for an exemption can be based on claims submitted by 
or in connection with a physician or provider for a particular health care service. 
 

13. What must a hospital include on claim forms to confirm reliance on a preauthorization exemption? 
 
Hospitals must ensure that the name and NPI of the ordering physician or provider with the 
preauthorization exemption is included on the claim in fields 17 and 17B of the CMS Form 1500, in fields 
76-79 or another field in Form UB-04, or in the corresponding fields for electronic claims using the ASC 
X12N 837 format.  The rules allow the issuers to provide coding guidance to physicians and providers so 
hospitals should be proactive in looking out for or seeking coding guidance from issuers. 
 

14. Who is considered a “treating physician or provider”? 
 
The physician or other provider who is primarily responsible for a patient’s health and medical care. A 
treating physician or provider can also be the rendering physician or provider or a referring or ordering 
physician or provider. 
 

15. Can a nurse or physician’s assistant rely on a supervising physician’s preauthorization exemption? 
 
Yes, so long as the nurse or physician’s assistant practices under the supervision of a physician and 
appropriately orders care and routinely requests preauthorization under the supervising physician’s NPI.  
 

16. When is reliance on a physician or provider’s preauthorization exemption prohibited? 
 
A treating physician or provider who does not have a preauthorization exemption cannot rely on another 
physician’s or provider’s preauthorization exemption. TDI clarified that “exemption[s] and [their] 
protections do not extend to care that is not ordered, referred, or provided by the physician or provider 
who qualifies for the exemption.” 
 
Example: 
 
Dr. G, an attending physician at ABC Hospital, is primarily responsible for Patient Y’s medical care.  Dr. G 
orders an MRI for Patient Y. Patient Y has XYZ Insurance. XYZ Insurance requires prior authorization for 
MRIs. XYZ Insurance has not granted Dr. G or ABC Hospital a preauthorization exemption for MRIs.  Dr. B 
is a physician who works in the same group practice as Dr. G and has privileges to practice at ABC Hospital.  
Dr. B has a preauthorization exemption for MRIs from XYZ Insurance. Neither Dr. G or ABC Hospital can 
rely on Dr. B’s preauthorization exemption to bypass XYZ’s preauthorization requirements for MRIs 
because Dr. B is not the “treating physician or provider.” 
 

17. Is the issuer required to notify a physician or provider when they have denied a preauthorization 
exemption for a particular health care service? 
 
Yes. The notice must include actual statistics and data for the relevant preauthorization request 
evaluation period and detailed information sufficient to demonstrate why the physician or provider does 
not meet the criteria for a preauthorization exemption; a description on how to appeal the denial using 
the issuer’s complaints and appeals process; and how to file a complaint with TDI.  
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18. If a physician or provider is denied a preauthorization exemption can the physician or provider appeal 
that decision? 
 
Yes. 
 

19. What is an evaluation? 
 
When a preauthorization exemption has not been granted: 
 
A review of the outcomes of eligible preauthorization requests submitted by a physician or provider during 
the most recent evaluation period to determine the percentage of requests that were approved. 
 
When a preauthorization exemption has been granted: 
 
A retrospective review of a random sample of payable claims submitted by or in connection with the 
physician or provider during the most recent evaluation period to determine the claims percentage that 
would have been approved, based on meeting the issuer’s medical necessity criteria at the time the 
service was provided.  
 

20. When does the evaluation period begin? 
 
The initial evaluation period is Jan. 1–June 30, 2022. Issuers must provide notices to physicians or 
providers granting or denying preauthorization exemptions for particular health care services for which 
they require preauthorization no later than Oct. 1, 2022. 
 
Following the initial period, evaluation periods are the subsequent six-month periods from July 1-Dec. 31 
and Jan. 1–June 30 that follow each year.  
 

21. What constitutes an eligible preauthorization request? 
 
Requests that were submitted by a physician or provider and finalized by the health plan during the 
evaluation period, are not pending appeal, and whose outcomes were either approval or an adverse 
determination for the particular health care service. Modified preauthorization requests accepted by 
physicians or providers are also included. Issuers must count each health care service separately when a 
preauthorization request includes more than one particular health care service.  
 

22. Once a preauthorization exemption has been granted for a particular health care service, is an issuer 
required to conduct subsequent evaluations to determine whether an exemption should be rescinded?  
 
No, it is not required, but issuers are allowed to conduct such evaluations to determine if a physician or 
provider still qualifies for an exemption.  The statute allows for an issuer to continue an exemption without 
conducting an evaluation.  
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23. How can an issuer rescind a preauthorization exemption for a particular health care service? 
 
Recissions can only occur during January or June of each year. Issuers must follow the following process: 
 

a) The issuer must conduct the evaluation outlined in Question 19 when a preauthorization 
exemption has already been granted. The random sample of eligible preauthorization requests 
must include at least five but no more than 20 claims submitted during the most recent evaluation 
period. The selected claims must be made without method or conscious decision (i.e., random). 

b) If an issuer determines it is going to rescind an exemption, it must notify the physician or provider 
only in January or June of each year and not less than 25 days before the recission is to take effect.  

 
24. When does the recission take effect?  

 
Thirty days after the issuer notifies the physician or provider of its determination to rescind an exemption, 
if the physician or provider does not appeal the determination. 
  

25. What is required to be included in a recission notice?  
 

• Identification of the particular health care service; 

• Issuance date of the notice; 

• Rescission effective date; 

• A plain-language explanation of how the physician or provider may appeal and seek an 
independent review of the determination; 

• The company’s address and contact information for returning the appeal form by mail or 
electronic means; 

• The total number of payable claims submitted that were eligible for evaluation; 

• The number of claims included in the random sample; 

• The sample information used to make the determination including claim identification and 
whether each claim met the issuer’s screening criteria; 

• For claims determined not to have met the criteria the notice must include for each claim: 
o Principal reasons the claim did not meet the screening criteria, including, if applicable, a 

statement that the determination was based on a failure to submit specific medical 
records; 

o Clinical basis under which the claim did not meet the screening criteria; 
o Description of the screening criteria sources; 
o The professional specialty of the physician, doctor, or other health care provider who 

made the determination; 

• Space for a physician or provider to include the name, address, contact information, and 
identification number of the physician or provider requesting an independent review, whether 
the physician or provider is requesting an independent review organization (IRO) review the same 
sample or review a new sample; and the date an appeal is requested; 

• Instructions on how to return the form before the rescission date and to include applicable 
medical records for any determination that was based on a failure to provide medical records. 
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26. Has TDI created a sample rescission notification form?  
 
Yes. A sample form can be found here.  
 

27. Can an issuer request medical records or other documents when conducting a retrospective review of 
a preauthorization exemption for a health care service? 
 
Yes, issuers can request medical records but must allow physicians and providers 30 days to submit the 
requested records. Medical records requests must comply with 28 TAC §19.1701 (URA Contact With and 
Receipt of Information from Health Care Providers). 
 

28. Can an issuer rescind a preauthorization exemption based on a failure to provide requested medical 
records?  
 
Yes. 
 

29. Can a physician or provider request an IRO review of the recission of a preauthorization exemption?  
 
Yes. Physicians and providers can request an IRO review of the recissions by submitting the request on 
the notification form provided by the issuer as outlined in Question 25. If they want to continue with the 
recission, issuers must submit the request to TDI for assignment to an IRO.  
 

30. Can a physician or provider request that an IRO review a different random sample of eligible claims?  
 
Yes, but only if at least five additional claims were eligible for review but not included in the original 
random sample of claims reviewed. The issuer must include a sufficiently detailed list to the IRO of all 
payable claims that were eligible for evaluation but not included in the original sample.  
 

31. Does a physician or provider have to pay costs for an appeal or IRO review? 
 
No. Insurers bear the cost of an appeal or IRO review.  

 
32. How long does an IRO have to complete its review? 

 
IROs must complete their review within 30 days from the date the physician or provider files the request 
for the review. IROs must provide timely notice to an insurer regarding its determination consistent with 
this time frame, but the statute does not require a specific deadline for notification. 
 

33. What happens if the IRO overturns the recission decision? 
 
A physician or provider’s preauthorization exemption for the health care service continues for at least 
another 6 months and an insurer cannot rescind the exemption unless they comply with the evaluation 
process again during the next evaluation period. Issuers are bound by the decisions made by the IROs.  
 

34. What happens if the IRO affirms the recission decision? 
 

https://www.tdi.texas.gov/rules/2022/documents/formlhl011.pdf
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The recission becomes effective on the fifth day after the IRO affirms the recission determination. 
Physicians or providers will once again have to comply with the issuer’s preauthorization requirements 
for the particular health care service(s) for which they were previously exempt. 
 

35. Can an issuer retroactively deny claims for the particular health care service based on a recission of a 
preauthorization exemption?  
 
No. The law expressly prohibits this practice by issuers. 
 
Contact a member of THA’s advocacy & legal teams for additional information:   
 
Steve Wohleb J.D., senior vice president & general counsel, 512/465-1577 

Heather De La Garza, J.D., assistant general counsel, 512/465-1003 
Jennifer Banda, J.D., vice president, advocacy, public policy & political strategy, 512/465-1046 
Cameron Duncan, J.D., vice president, advocacy & public policy, 512/465-1539 

mailto:swohleb@tha.org
mailto:hdelagarza@tha.org
mailto:jbanda@tha.org
mailto:cduncan@tha.org
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Information Regarding ACA Section 1557 Proposed Rule 

The Texas Hospital Association offers information to member hospitals, regarding the proposed rule 

issued by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). This rule revises the prior 2020 

interpretation of Section 1557, which generally prohibits discrimination in health programs and activities. 

1. Where can I find the proposed rule?

The Proposed Rule was published in the Federal Register on August 4; comments are due October 3.

2. What is Section 1557?

Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, national

origin, sex, age, or disability in a health program or activity, any part of which is receiving Federal financial

assistance, including credits, subsidies, or contracts of insurance.

Section 1557 also prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability

under any program or activity that is administered by an Executive Agency, or any entity established under

Title I of the ACA or its amendments. The statute cites Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 2 (Title VI),

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, and Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to identify the grounds of discrimination prohibited by Section 1557. The

statute further specifies that the enforcement mechanisms provided for and available under Title VI, Title

IX, the Age Act, or Section 504 shall apply for purposes of violations of Section 1557.

The initial Section 1557 rules were finalized by the Obama administration and were effective in 2016. The

rules were significantly revised by the Trump administration in 2020. Aspects of the 2020 rule were

enjoined due to the US Supreme Court’s decision in Bostock v. Clayton County, holding that discrimination

on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity constitutes prohibited discrimination because of

sex under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

3. What does the proposed rule change?

Broadly, the proposed rule reinstates much of what was rolled back in 2020 and, in some respects,

broadens the regulations beyond the 2016 rules.

The proposed rule’s scope includes:

• every health program and activity, any part of which receive federal financial assistance directly

or indirectly through HHS;

• every health program or activity administered by HHS; and

• every program or activity administered by entities established under Title I of the ACA.

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-08-04/pdf/2022-16217.pdf
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HHS clarifies that the scope of Section 1557 should apply broadly to health programs or activities, 

including providing, administering or assisting persons with health-related services or insurance; providing 

pharmaceutical, clinical or medical care; engaging in health research; or providing health education for 

healthcare professionals or others (e.g., “covered entities”). HHS lists certain entities included by the 

enlarged scope: state and local health agencies, hospitals, health clinics, health insurance issuers, 

physician practices, community-based healthcare providers, nursing facilities, residential or community-

based treatment facilities, or similar entities or combinations, though not intending this to be an 

exhaustive list. Employer-sponsored group health plans are not listed. “Federal financial assistance” 

includes any grant, loan, credit, subsidy, contract or other arrangement by which the federal government 

provides assistance.  

Section 1557 would apply to all an entity’s operations – if that entity is principally engaged in providing or 

administering a health program or activity.  

Notably, HHS’ finds that funds received under Medicare Part B fall within the definition of federal financial 

assistance for the purpose of coverage under the federal civil rights statutes enforced by HHS, specifically 

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title IX of the 

Education Amendments of 1972, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 and Section 1557 of the ACA. This is 

a reversal of HHS’ 40-year-old position. HHS notes that funds received under Medicare Part A have long 

been considered federal financial assistance, and because Medicare Part A and Part B are fundamentally 

similar, the rationale for excluding Part B funds from the definition of federal financial assistance is 

inconsistent with the purpose and operation of the program. 

4. How does the proposed rule address the prohibition against discrimination?  
 

• Discrimination Against Limited English Proficient (LEP) Individuals:  

Covered entities must take reasonable steps to provide LEP individuals “eligible to be served or 

likely to be directly affected” by its health programs and activities, meaningful access to language 

assistance services (e.g., interpreter and translation services). This is a slight revision to the 

language in the 2016 Final Rule, which required a covered entity to provide meaningful access to 

LEP individuals “eligible to be served or likely to be encountered,” and a significant departure 

from the 2020 rule. HHS believes the adjustment will provide greater clarity to covered entities 

seeking to abide by the requirement and empower covered entities to be cognizant of treating 

LEP individuals on a case-by-case basis to better serve their needs.  

This does not require that each LEP individual receive assistance services, only that covered 

entities conduct a reasonable steps evaluation for each LEP individual. Formal language access 

plans are not required (as they were under the 2016 rule) but are encouraged and may be 

considered when assessing compliance. 

• Revisions to Prohibition Against Disability Discrimination:   

HHS retains substantive definitions for key terms and adds a definition for “qualified reader” 

consistent with Title II of the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) to provide clarity to covered 

entities as well as protected individuals regarding the necessary qualifications of a reader, as 

required under the regulation. 
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HHS also requires covered entities to provide services and programs in the most integrated setting 

appropriate to the individual’s needs and to make reasonable modifications to policies, practices 

or procedures as necessary to avoid discrimination on the basis of disability, unless the covered 

entity can demonstrate that implementing the modifications would fundamentally alter the 

service, program, or activity. HHS clarifies that “reasonable modifications” should be interpreted 

in a manner consistent with Title II of the ADA. 

• Nondiscrimination in Telehealth Services:

The proposed rule prohibits a covered entity from discriminating in the provision of telehealth

services, defined as “the use of electronic information and telecommunications technologies to

support long-distance clinical health care, patient and professional health-related education,

public health, and health administration.” This is the first instance HHS has determined telehealth

services are within Section 1557’s scope. HHS acknowledges the increased use of telehealth

during the pandemic and the potential to narrow health disparities, but notes that telehealth is

subject to accessibility challenges and barriers to communication – which could be based on race

and disability.

Examples of challenges presented are the inability of a platform to incorporate third-party

services, a lack of compatibility with assistive technology, remote patient monitoring devices not

being accessible for people with physical disabilities, and inaccessible mobile health applications.

Under the proposed rule, covered entities must provide telehealth in a nondiscriminatory manner

on a protected basis and must provide effective communication, including language assistance

services for LEP persons, and auxiliary aids and services for individuals with disabilities.

• Revisions to Prohibition Against Sex Discrimination:

HHS proposes aligning regulatory requirements with federal court opinions to prohibit

discrimination on the basis of sex, including sexual orientation and gender identity.

Consistent with the US Supreme Court’s holdings in Bostock v. Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 1731

(2020), the proposed rule codifies protections against discrimination on the basis of sex as

including discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity, stating that Section

1557 would be enforced consistent with Bostock.

Additionally, the proposed rule includes other categories of sex discrimination, such as

discrimination on the basis of sex characteristics, including intersex traits, and pregnancy or

related conditions, including pregnancy termination. HHS proposes the inclusion of “sex

characteristics” on grounds that discrimination based on anatomical or physiological sex

characteristics is inherently sex-based. HHS stated its belief that it could be beneficial to include

a provision specifically prohibiting discrimination on the basis of pregnancy-related conditions as

a form of sex-based discrimination. HHS is requesting comments on how it should do so and any

impact that the Supreme Court decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization has on

the implementation of Section 1557 and how it should be reflected in the Final Rule.

• Nondiscrimination in clinical algorithms:

A covered entity must not discriminate through the use of clinical algorithms. This provision does

not prohibit the use of clinical algorithms, such as flowcharts, clinical guidelines, or computer

models, but seeks to prevent discrimination given the increasing reliance on clinical algorithms in
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health care decision-making and the potential for these tools to result in discrimination – 

especially where the covered entity does not understand the effects of an algorithm. 

 
5. Does the proposed rule address objections related to conscience and religion?  

 
Yes. The proposed rule provides a clear process by which recipients of federal financial assistance can 

notify HHS’ Office of Civil Rights (OCR) of their belief that the application of a specific provision or 

provisions of Section 1557 would violate their rights under federal conscience or religious freedom laws. 

For the first time, OCR clarifies that when it receives such a notification from a recipient, it shall promptly 

consider those views in responding to any complaints or otherwise determining whether to proceed with 

any investigation or enforcement activity regarding that recipient’s compliance with the relevant 

provisions of the regulation.  

Any ongoing relevant investigation or other enforcement action regarding the recipient shall be held in 

abeyance until a determination is made as to whether a recipient is exempt from compliance with, or 

entitled to a modification of the application of, a provision of the rule. Additionally, the rule provides that 

after receiving notice, if there is a sufficiently concrete factual basis for doing so, OCR may at any time 

make a determination regarding whether a recipient is wholly exempt from or should receive an 

exemption or modification from certain provisions of the rule. 

6. What are the proposed rule’s operational requirements? 
 
The proposed rule requires covered entities to develop and implement written policies and procedures 

to facilitate the implementation of Section 1557. HHS states that written policies and procedures will 

better equip covered entities to provide services in a nondiscriminatory manner, consistent with the goals 

of Section 1557. 

Policies and procedures: Covered entities, in their health programs and activities, should adopt and 

implement a nondiscrimination policy, grievance procedures (for covered entities employing 15 or more 

persons), language access procedures, auxiliary aids and services procedures, and procedures for 

reasonable modifications for individuals with disabilities. 

1557 Coordinator: Covered entities with 15 or more employees should designate at least one employee 

to act as the entity’s Section 1557 coordinator. Persons in this role will be responsible for ensuring the 

covered entity’s compliance with the requirements under Section 1557. 

Although this was required under the 2016 Final Rule, HHS now expands on the obligation by 

acknowledging that some covered entities might prefer to spread out the responsibilities of a Section 

1557 coordinator. In recognition of those covered entities, HHS proposes to permit covered entities to 

assign one or more designees to carry out the duties of a Section 1557 coordinator. These duties include: 

(1) receiving, reviewing and processing grievances filed under the grievance procedures; (2) coordinating 

the covered entity’s recordkeeping requirements; (3) coordinating effective implementation of the 

covered entity’s language access procedures; (4) coordinating effective implementation of the covered 

entity’s communication procedures; (5) coordinating the covered entity’s procedures for providing 

reasonable modifications for individuals with disabilities; and (6) coordinating training for employees. 
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7. Does the proposed rule reinstate the 2016 notice provisions? 
 
Yes. The proposed rule will require a covered entity to provide notice that:  

• the entity does not discriminate as prohibited by Section 1557;  

• appropriate aids and services (such as qualified interpreters), language assistance services (such 

as translated documents), and reasonable modifications for individuals with disabilities (such as 

Braille) are available without charge and in a timely manner; and,  

• individuals can contact the Section 1557 coordinator or OCR with questions or concerns.  

The notice must specify that national origin discrimination includes discrimination based on LEP and 

primary language while sex discrimination includes discrimination based on pregnancy, sexual orientation, 

gender identity, or sex characteristics. The notice may be provided through written translations or in-

language recorded audio or video clips, and must be provided on an annual basis, upon request, on the 

entity’s website, and in other clear and prominent physical locations reasonably expected to be read or 

heard by individuals seeking services from the covered entities’ health programs or activities as well as in 

specified written and electronic communications. 

The notice of availability of language assistance services and auxiliary aids and services must be provided 

in English and at least the 15 languages most commonly spoken by limited English proficient individuals 

of the relevant state or states, and must be provided in alternate formats for individuals with disabilities 

who require auxiliary aids and services to ensure effective communication. As in 2016, HHS intents to 

provide sample notices as well as the 15 most common non-English languages for each state. 

8. Will the proposed rule address training of staff and employees? 
 
The proposed rule requires covered entities to train the Section 1557 coordinator and relevant employees 

in their health programs and activities on their Section 1557 policies and procedures. This is to help 

covered entities and their employees take measures to prevent discrimination by ensuring that staff are 

knowledgeable about the nondiscrimination policy, grievance procedures, and processes by which to 

obtain language assistance services for LEP individuals and to ensure effective communication with and 

provide reasonable modifications for individuals with disabilities.  

HHS defines “relevant employees” in this context as those who “directly encounter or interact with 

individuals such as patients, clients, and members of the public.” Additionally, “employees are also 

considered relevant when they make decisions regarding the services individuals seek from a covered 

entity’s health programs and services.” The proposed rule recognizes that many covered entities already 

have existing civil rights trainings for their employees and that those can be modified to comply with this 

proposed provision. 

Initial training must be provided within one year of the final rule’s effective date, with additional training 
required within a reasonable time after any material changes to policies or procedures.  
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“Information Blocking Rule” under the 21st Century Cures Act 

The 21st Century Cures Act, passed by Congress in 2016, contains provisions to accelerate the use of health 

information technology and discourage information blocking. The final regulations and policies related to 

the Information Blocking Rule were finalized in 2020.  

April 5, 2021 is the current deadline for compliance with the Rule and THA offers the following general 

guidance. 

1. What is the Information Blocking Rule?

The Rule was developed by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology,

through authority granted in the 21st Century Cures Act. The Rule sets forth policies to prevent the

restriction of available electronic health information, promote access to patient data and increase

interoperability with respect to health IT. Under the Rule, health IT should:

• enable the secure exchange of electronic health information with, and use of electronic health

information from, other health IT – without special effort on the part of the user;

• allow for complete access, exchange, and use of all electronically accessible health information

for authorized use under applicable state or federal law; and,

• not constitute “information blocking.”

Note: the Rule shifts the paradigm with regards to sharing data. Under HIPAA, covered entities can share 

data if HIPAA permits. Under the Rule, accessible data should be shared, unless an exception applies. 

2. Who does the Rule apply to?

The Rule applies to designated “actors,” which includes all health care providers, health IT developers and

health information exchanges and networks.

While the Rule could be expanded, the term “health care provider” includes a hospital, skilled nursing

facility, nursing facility, home health entity or other long term care facility, health care clinic, community

mental health center, renal dialysis facility, blood center, ambulatory surgical center, emergency medical

services provider, federally qualified health center, group practice, a pharmacist, a pharmacy, a

laboratory, a physician, a practitioner, a provider operated by, or under contract with, the Indian Health

Service or by an Indian tribe, tribal organization, or urban Indian organization, a rural health clinic, a

covered entity under Section 340B, a therapist, and any other category of health care facility, entity,

practitioner, or clinician determined appropriate by Health & Human Services.

The Rule also expands on the definitions of health IT developers and health information exchanges and

networks.

3. What is “Information Blocking?”
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The Rule defines “information blocking” two ways, depending on the “actor:” 

 

• For health care providers: a practice the provider knows is unreasonable and is likely to interfere 

with, prevent, or materially discourage access, exchange, or use of electronic health information. 

 

• For health IT developers, exchanges, or networks: a practice the actor knows, or should know, is 

likely to interfere with, prevent, or materially discourage access, exchange, or use of electronic 

health information. 

Note: providers have a lower standard under these distinctions, as actual knowledge of the practice’s 

unreasonableness and likely interference is required. 

4. What are an actor’s requirements under the Rule?  

An actor must provide access to electronic health information – either proactively or upon request. Failure 

to provide such access may result in violation of the Rule, although the Rule does specify 8 exceptions that 

allow for legitimate reasons that result in information blocking. 

5. What are the Rule’s exceptions?  

Exceptions that involve not fulfilling requests to access, exchange or use EHI: 

1. Preventing Harm – Practices that are reasonable and necessary to prevent harm to a patient. 

2. Privacy – Protecting an individual’s privacy. 

3. Security – Protecting the security of electronic health information. 

4. Infeasibility – Fulfilling a request is infeasible. 

5. Health IT Performance – Reasonable and necessary measures to make health IT temporarily 

unavailable or to degrade health IT performance for the benefit of the overall health IT 

performance.  

Exceptions that involve procedures for fulfilling request to access, exchange or use EHI: 

6. Content and Manner – Limiting a response or limiting fulfillment to access, exchange or use EHI. 

7. Fees – Charging fees (including fees that include a reasonable profit margin) to access, exchange 

or use EHI. 

8. Licensing – Licensing interoperability elements for EHI. 

All exceptions are subject to certain conditions; additional detail is available. The presumption under the 

Rule is that no exceptions applies, with the burden of proof to establish an applicable exemption on the 

actor claiming such. 

6. What data does the Rule encompass? 

The Rule applies to all electronic protected health information, as defined under HIPAA, to the extent the 

information would be included in a designated record set (generally: medical and billing records, certain 

health plan records and records used to make decisions about individuals). The Rule applies regardless of 

whether the information is used or maintained by or for a HIPAA-defined covered entity. De-identified 

data are excluded from the definition under the Rule and electronic protected health information will not 

https://www.healthit.gov/cures/sites/default/files/cures/2020-03/InformationBlockingExceptions.pdf
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include psychotherapy notes or information compiled in reasonable anticipation of, or for use in, civil, 

criminal or administrative actions or proceedings. 

Electronic health information will initially be defined as data elements in the United States Core Data for 

Interoperability standard. 

7. What are the potential penalties? 

Final penalties are still undergoing rulemaking and will be finalized later. THA will update this document 

with any such penalties. Note that providers must agree to prevent information blocking as part of the 

requirements under the Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) of the Quality Payment Program 

(QPP).  

Enforcement mechanisms will vary between classes of actors under the Rule. Mechanisms and 

disincentives for providers under the Rule are not final. 

Note: HIPAA regulations and penalties continue to apply. 

8. How can we prepare for the Rule’s implementation? 

Each facility should determine their obligations as “actors” under the Rule. Providers and staff should 

understand the new process for responding to data requests, any exceptions, and any potential issues if 

accused of information blocking. Members should understand their current electronic health information 

processes (including under HIPAA) and update applicable policies and procedures as necessary to account 

for the Rule’s processes. 

Other rules and regulations may affect your obligations under the Rule. For example, a CMS CoP taking 

effect May 2, 2021 will require hospitals to send electronic alerts of a patient’s admission, discharge or 

transfer to another facility or provider. THA will advise of additional requirements as announced. 

9. Is there anything else we need to know? 

The Rule’s preamble indicates that information blocking will almost always include practices that interfere 

with access, exchange or use of EHI for any of these purposes: 

• Patient access to their own EHI and ability to exchange and use same without special effort; 

• Treatment and care coordinate/management by providers; 

• Payers obtaining EHI to assess clinical value/promote transparency; 

• Quality improvement/population health management by providers; or, 

• Supporting patient safety and public health. 

 

The Rule’s impact may not be readily apparent, as it differs from the HIPAA approach to health information 

– education and review of policies and procedures is key. 

 

Please forward any questions to Cesar J. Lopez. 

https://www.healthit.gov/isa/united-states-core-data-interoperability-uscdi
https://www.healthit.gov/isa/united-states-core-data-interoperability-uscdi
mailto:clopez@tha.org
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This presentation is not intended to provide legal advice to be
used in a specific fact situation. The contents are for
informational purposes only.
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Disclaimer
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• Criminal False Claims Act, 18 U.S.C. § 287

• Civil false Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729

• False Statements Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1001

• Social Security Act: 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(a)

• Social Security Act: 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(c)

• Federal Mail and Wire Fraud: 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341, 1343

• Healthcare Fraud 42 U.S.C. § 1347, 1035; 18 U.S.C. § 669

• Civil Monetary Penalties Law 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7a

Panoply of Civil/Criminal 
Statutes Govern Filing of False 
claims 
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• Prison & Criminal Fines

• Disgorgement

• Multiples of civil damages

• Civil monetary penalties

• Corporate Integrity Agreements (“CIAs”)

• Exclusion from participation in government 
programs (Medicare, Medicaid, TRICARE, etc.)

High Stakes



Prohibits the knowing and intentional
submission, or causing someone else to
submit, a materially “false or fraudulent” claim
for payment to Federal health care programs

• can be brought by “whistleblowers” qui tam

• Relators stand to gain up to 30% of any recovery 

Substantial Financial Penalties (Big $ at Stake)

• $12,000 - $25,000 penalty per claim

• Plus treble damages

• Plus reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys’ fees 

Civil False Claims Act (FCA) 
31 U.S.C. § 3729 et. seq.

5



Conducting Investigations



Subpoenas + Civil Investigative Demands

• Government has various tools for 
Requesting Information

• Office of Inspector General (“OIG”) 

• Authorized/Civil Investigative Demands 
(“CIDs”)

• Grand jury

• SEC/CFTC

• Informal Requests for Information 
• Studies/Phone Calls

• Regulator inquiries for regulated 
industries (e.g., Department of 
Financial Services)
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Government Requests for Employee 
Interviews
• May be Formal or Informal

• Should Not “Instruct” Employees Not to Speak with 
Agents

• Gather employees in separate area – do not remove work 
materials

• Inform of no obligation to speak to agents, right to be 
represented by company counsel

• Get Attorney Involved

• Can represent employees and request no interviews

• Complicated ethical issues: represented parties and conflicts

8



Key Components of Government 
Request

9

• What is requested?
• Documents

• Data

• Testimony

• Date of Return?
• Usually negotiable

• Secrecy?
• Mandatory or Requested

• Compliance?
• Mandatory or Voluntary

• Contempt of court or 
obstruction of justice

• Legal Challenges?
• Jurisdiction

• Scope

• Privileges – e.g. Fifth 
Amendment, Attorney-
Client



Practical Tips for Responding

• Why Is the Government Interested?

• Target/Subject   vs.  Third-party Witness

• Establish Channel of Communication

• Negotiate Scope, Substance, Return Date

• Explore Opportunities for Cooperation

• Issue Litigation Hold
• Identify relevant subjects
• Notify your IT personnel
• Location of materials

• Determine Scope + Cost
• Reporting obligations
• Potential for additional litigation
• Discipline and remediation

10



Internal investigations

11

•Helps meet response obligations
• Identify Key Witnesses + Custodians
• Level of information available to 

management

• Reduce risk of damaging 
communications with Government

• Control the timeline of production and 
interviews

• Explore possibility of leniency 
application



What You Can Do Now to Prepare

• Have written protocols in place 
• Response to CID or government inspection

• Notifying management and outside counsel

• Document retention

• System for implementing & tracking litigation holds
• Document preservation template

• Employee training

12



Protecting Attorney-Client 
&  Work Product Privileges



What is Protected During an 
Investigation

14

Attorney-Client Privilege
• narrowly construed

• burden on asserting party

• client holds

• Does not protect:
• Client’s identity

• Observations about 
demeanor or mental 
capacity

• Facts from independent 
sources

• Business issues handled 
by in-house lawyers

Confidentiality of Information [Model Rule §1.6]



Scope of Attorney-Client Privilege

Organization is the Client [Model Rule §1.13]

• Control Group Test (minority rule)
• Employee must have authority to obtain legal services,

or to act on legal advice on behalf of client.

• Subject Matter Test (majority rule)
• Employee engages in communication while acting in

scope of employment for purposes of effectuating legal
representation

• Federal Courts apply subject matter test
• Texas has codified both tests [Texas Rule of Evidence

503(a)(2)]
15



Conducting Internal Employee 
interviews:

Upjohn warnings:
• Counsel represents the company [Model Rule §1.13]

• conducting interviews to provide legal advice to company

• Interview is privileged (Work-Product Privilege)
• Privilege belongs to and is controlled by the Company

• Company has the right to keep confidential

• Company, not employee, may elect to waive privilege in the
future and disclose information to Government or third parties

16



Does Sharing Information with 
Government Waive Privilege?
• General Rule – Voluntary waiver of privilege for

some communications waives privilege as to ALL
communications of the “same subject matter”

• Majority view is No “Selective Waiver” for materials
disclosed to Government
• Subject matter waiver for all materials provided to

Government

• Confidentiality provisions upheld in some jurisdictions

17



Protecting the Privilege

• Communicate verbally

• Label communications

• Explain purpose of communication 

• Limit number of recipients

• Use separate email threads

• Non-disclosure agreements

• Work with IT to safeguard

• Use Outside Counsel

18



When to Engage Outside Counsel



Outside Counsel for the Company

• Importance of independence and expertise

• Establish contact with the government and help with 
internal investigation

• Demonstrates seriousness of issue to employees and 
Government

• Lessens burden on business of corporation

• Greater protection of privileges
• For in-house counsel, privilege depends on whether in-

house counsel was performing business or legal tasks

• Business advice is not covered by attorney-client privilege.



Separate Counsel for an Employee

21

• Company counsel cannot give legal advice to employees 
[Model Rules §1.13, Rule § 4.3]
• Company counsel represents employee in work capacity, not 

personal capacity

• advise of right to separate counsel attorney

• Company Counsel Can Represent Employees at 
Interview if No Conflict [Model Rules §1.7]
• Employee is a target/subject

• Employee has spoken with government

• Employee requests an attorney

• Company not obligated to pay for or provide personal 
legal counsel for employees, but may offer to provide



Enforcement Efforts and Trends



Government Focus: Numbers + 
Dollars
• Government Antifraud Efforts Return Over $5B in FY21 

(HCFAC Report, July 2022)
• HCFAC Program ROI in last 3 years (2019–2021) is $4 for every $1 

expended

• DOJ opened 831 new criminal and 805 new civil actions

• OIG brought 504 criminal and 669 civil actions

• OIG excluded 1,689 individuals and entities from participation

• Justice Dept. Recovered Over $5.6 B from FCA Cases in 
FY2021 (DOJ Press Release 01/14/22)
• Over $5B involve health care cases (drug and device companies, 

hospitals, pharmacies, laboratories, managed care providers, 
physicians)

• Up $3.4B from last year

• 598 qui tam cases = $1.6B (relators recovered $237 million)



Biden Administration Focus

• FCA Enforcement related to COVID-19 relief funds

• Potential claims: improperly up-coded 
hospital admissions 

• Additional collaboration with HHS 

• Strengthening of Whistleblower Laws

24
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• Physician: United States ex rel. Wollman v. Mass. Gen. Hosp., No. 15-11890 (D.
Mass.) (anesthesiologist alleging Medicare fraud for overlapping
procedures/left to trainees to perform when double-booked; $14.6M
settlement) 2/18/22

• Former Medical Assistant and IT Consultant: U.S. v. Oganesyan et al v.
Kochumian, et al., No. 2:17-cv-2236 (E.D. Ca.) (alleging Medicare fraud for
procedures and tests that were never performed; $9.5M settlement) 6/10/22

• Healthcare Executive: United States v. American Senior Communities, LLC., et
al., No. 1:17-cv-00916 (S.D. Ind.) (alleged Medicare fraud when charging
Medicare directly for various therapy services provided to beneficiaries who
had been placed on hospice, when those services should have already been
covered by the beneficiaries’ Medicare hospice coverage; $5.5M settlement)
8/10/22

• Healthcare consultant & physicians: United States ex rel. Haight v. Physician
Partners of America, LLC, No. 8:18-cv-267-T-24-AEP (M.D. Fla.) (alleging
fraudulent billing for unnecessary medical testing and services, including
telemedicine, paid unlawful remuneration to its physician employees, and
made a false statement in connection with an SBA PPP loan; $24.5M
settlement) 4/12/22

• SVP and COO: United States ex rel. Douglas, et al. v. Care Plus Management,
LLC, et al., No. 1:16-cv-4439 (N.D. Ga.) (alleging illegal kickback arrangements
with referring physicians in exchange for the referral of the physicians’ patients
for anesthesia service) 4/13/22MANY Pharma and Device Reps

Today’s Relators Span the 
Healthcare System



Key Areas of Note in Healthcare

Billing and Compliance

SNFs indicted for two health care fraud schemes: (1) management-level
employees provided, or directed others to provide, falsified staffing
records to the state Department of Health during federally mandated
surveys; and (2) false statements in resident assessments (called
Minimum Data Set), provided to the government to increase Medicare
and Medicaid reimbursement. (8/9/22)

Kickbacks and Stark Violations

• $21M settlement with ambulance company and its municipal clients
related to allegations that it offered kickbacks to several municipal
entities to secure their lucrative ambulance business. (8/27/18)

COVID-19 Relief Funds

• $24.5M settlement with physician group for billing for unnecessary
medical testing and services & making a false statement in connection
with a loan obtained through the Small Business Administration’s
(SBA) Paycheck Protection Program (PPP). (4/12/22) 26
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THA Guidance: Directive on Investigation of Gender-Affirming Treatment as 

Child Abuse  
 

The Texas Hospital Association offers guidance on Gov. Greg Abbott’s Feb. 22, 2022,  directive 

(the “Directive”) to the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services to investigate any 

reported instance of gender-affirming treatment provided to minors as child abuse.  

 

1. What is the Directive based on? 

 

The Directive is based on an interpretation of existing child abuse laws as embodied in a written 

opinion issued by Attorney General Ken Paxton on Feb. 18, 2022 (“KP-0401”), discussed in more 

detail below.  

 

2. What is covered by the Directive?  

 

The Directive requires DFPS to conduct a prompt and thorough investigation of any reported 

instances of  “so-called ‘sex change’ procedures” as a violation of existing Texas child abuse laws. 

According to the Directive, these procedures include reassignment surgeries that can cause 

sterilization, mastectomies, removals of otherwise healthy body parts, and administration of 

puberty-blocking drugs or supraphysiologic doses of testosterone or estrogen. While not explicit, 

the Directive is aimed at the medical professionals who provide or prescribe such treatment, and 

the parents of transgender children.  

 

In addition, the Directive notes that Texas law “imposes reporting requirements upon all licensed 

professionals who have direct contact with children who may be subject to such abuse, including 

doctors, nurses, and teachers, and provides criminal penalties for failure to report such child 

abuse.”  There are similar reporting requirements and criminal penalties for members of the general 

public. These requirements are discussed further below. 

 

Finally, the Directive indicates that Texas law also imposes a duty on DFPS to investigate the 

parents of a child who is subjected to these abusive gender-transitioning procedures, “and on other 

state agencies to investigate licensed facilities where such procedures may occur.” 

 

“To protect Texas children from abuse,” the Directive concludes, “DFPS and all other state 

agencies must follow the law as explained in (Office of the Attorney General) Opinion No. KP-

0401.” 

 

3. How did KP-0401 come about? 

 

KP-0401 was issued in response to a request dated Aug. 23, 2021, by State Representative Matt 

Krause in his capacity as chair of the House Committee on General Investigating. Under Texas 

law, a legislative committee may request an attorney general opinion on a question affecting the 

public interest or concerning the official duties of the requesting person. Chair Krause’s request 

read as follows (emphasis added): 

 

https://gov.texas.gov/uploads/files/press/O-MastersJaime202202221358.pdf
https://www.texasattorneygeneral.gov/sites/default/files/opinion-files/opinion/2022/kp-0401.pdf
https://www2.texasattorneygeneral.gov/opinions/opinions/51paxton/rq/2021/pdf/RQ0426KP.pdf
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/GV/htm/GV.402.htm#402.042
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/GV/htm/GV.402.htm#402.042
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• According to legislative testimony and other sources, medical practitioners perform

various sex-change procedures on children. These procedures include (1) sterilization

through castration, vasectomy, hysterectomy, oophorectomy, metoidioplasty,

orchiectomy, penectomy, phalloplasty,  and vaginoplasty; (2) mastectomies; and (3)

removing from children otherwise healthy or non-diseased body part or tissue. Do these

procedures constitute “genital mutilation” … and thus constitute “abuse” under Texas

Family Code Chapter 261?

• Additionally, medical practitioners are providing, administering, prescribing, or dispensing

drugs to children that induce transient or permanent infertility, including: (A) puberty-

suppression or puberty blocking drugs, (B) supraphysiologic doses of testosterone to

females; and (C) supraphysiologic doses of estrogen to males. Do these chemical

procedures constitute “abuse” under Texas Family Code Chapter 261?

4. What does KP-0401 say?

In summary, KP-0401 contains a legal analysis of the definition of child abuse contained in the 

Texas Family Code as applied to the types of gender affirming treatment described above, and 

concludes that this treatment can constitute child abuse under existing Texas law. 

KP-0401 begins with an executive summary containing the provisions of existing law that support 

the opinion that gender-affirming treatment can constitute child abuse, specifically Texas Family 

Code §261.001(1)(A) through (D). Those subsections of the existing definition of “child abuse” 

read as follows: 

(1) "Abuse" includes the following acts or omissions by a person:

(A) mental or emotional injury to a child that results in an observable and material

impairment in the child's growth, development, or psychological functioning;

(B) causing or permitting the child to be in a situation in which the child sustains a

mental or emotional injury that results in an observable and material impairment in

the child's growth, development, or psychological functioning;

(C) physical injury that results in substantial harm to the child, or the genuine threat

of substantial harm from physical injury to the child, including an injury that is at

variance with the history or explanation given and excluding an accident or reasonable

discipline by a parent, guardian, or managing or possessory conservator that does not

expose the child to a substantial risk of harm;

(D) failure to make a reasonable effort to prevent an action by another person that

results in physical injury that results in substantial harm to the child;…

KP-0401 then goes on to provide a contextual basis for its conclusion by discussing aspects of 

federal constitutional law and the fundamental right to procreate, concepts of the right of parental 

consent to medical treatment, the evidence on the benefits or lack of benefits of gender-affirming 

treatment and intervention, and the state’s role in protecting children.  
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The opinion concludes by stating that the gender-affirming treatments, both medical and surgical, 

can constitute abuse under Texas Family Code §261.001(1)(A), (B), (C), or (D). In so doing, Gen. 

Paxton notes that courts have held that an unnecessary surgical procedure that removes a healthy 

body part from a child can constitute a real and significant injury or damage to the child, and that 

an unnecessary medical procedure may cause serious bodily injury, supporting a charge of injury 

to a child under section 22.04 of the Penal Code. One of the cases discussed involved a victim of 

medical child abuse, “sometimes referred to as Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy.” 

 

Further, even where the procedure or treatment does not involve the physical removal or alteration 

of a child’s reproductive organs, e.g., puberty-suppressing medications, these procedures and 

treatments can cause “mental or emotional injury to a child that results in an observable and 

material impairment in the child’s growth, development, or psychological functioning” by 

subjecting a child to the mental and emotional injury associated with lifelong sterilization—an 

impairment to one’s growth and development. Therefore, a court could find these procedures and 

treatments to be child abuse under section 261.001(1)(A). 

 

As for parental consent, according to KP-0401 attempts by a parent to consent to these procedures 

and treatments on behalf of their child may, if successful, “cause or permit the child to be in a 

situation in which the child sustains a mental or emotional injury that results in an observable and 

material impairment in the child’s growth, development, or psychological functioning[,]” and 

could be child abuse under section 261.001(1)(B). Additionally, the failure to stop a doctor or 

another parent from conducting these treatments and procedures on a minor child can constitute a 

“failure to make a reasonable effort to prevent an action by another person that results in physical 

injury that results in substantial harm to the child[,]” and this “failure to make a reasonable effort 

to prevent” can also constitute child abuse under section 261.001(1)(D). 

 

KP-0401 concludes its substantive discussion by noting the child abuse reporting requirements 

found in Texas Family Code section 261.101, and that a failure to report is a criminal offense under 

Texas Family Code section 261.109. 

 

5. Is KP-0401 “binding” on judges and appellate courts? 

 

No. Attorney General Opinions are not binding on any court that is ultimately considering whether 

gender-affirming treatment is child abuse. Courts sometimes reference attorney general opinions 

and the reasoning in those opinions when coming to conclusions about how to interpret a law or, 

as in this case, whether specific acts fall within the scope of existing statutory language. Some 

court opinions have even characterized AG opinions as persuasive authority. However, if the 

question considered by KP-0401 is ultimately ever the subject of an appellate court decision, that 

appellate court would not be bound in any sense by KP-0401 and would make its own 

determination of whether gender-affirming treatment constitutes child abuse under the current 

language found in the Texas Family Code. The Texas Supreme Court noted as much in a lawsuit 

filed as a result of KP-0401 and the Directive (discussed further in the following section), 

concluding that “it is well-settled that an Attorney General opinion interpreting the law cannot 

alter the pre-existing legal obligations of state agencies or private citizens.” Attorney General 
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opinions are “not controlling”, nor does the Attorney General have any formal legal authority to 

direct the investigatory decisions of DFPS. 

 

Likewise, the judge in a trial court where a child abuse case is pending would not be bound by the 

language or reasoning of KP-0401 in determining whether to allow the case to move forward. 

 

6. Have there been any court challenges to the Directive or KP-0401, and if so, what is 

the status of those challenges? 

 

Yes. Not long after the Directive was issued, a lawsuit was filed in Travis County on behalf of the 

parents of a transgender child and a mental health professional who counsels transgender children 

against Gov. Abbott, DFPS, and Jaime Masters, Commissioner of DFPS. The lawsuit challenges 

the Directive and attacks the reasoning found in KP-0401. 

 

After some early procedural wrangling, on March 11 Judge Amy Clark Meachum entered an 

injunction in the case. The injunction restrained the following acts by the defendants: 

 

(1) taking any actions against Plaintiffs based on the Governor’s directive and DFPS rule, 

both issued February 22, 2022, as well as Attorney General Paxton’s Opinion No. KP-0401 

which they reference and incorporate; 

(2) investigating reports in the State of Texas against any and all persons based solely on 

alleged child abuse by persons, providers or organizations in facilitating or providing 

gender-affirming care to transgender minors where the only grounds for the purported 

abuse or neglect are either the facilitation or provision of gender-affirming medical 

treatment or the fact that the minors are transgender, gender transitioning, or receiving or 

being prescribed gender-affirming medical treatment; 

(3) prosecuting or referring for prosecution such reports; and 

(4) imposing reporting requirements on persons in the State of Texas who are aware of 

others who facilitate or provide gender-affirming care to transgender minors solely based 

on the fact that the minors are transgender, gender transitioning, or receiving or being 

prescribed gender-affirming medical treatment. 

 

Judge Meachum’s injunction was affirmed by the Third Court of Appeals based in Austin, but was 

partially overturned by the Texas Supreme Court on May 13. Specifically, the Supreme Court: 

 

(1) overturned the injunction to the extent that it applied statewide, and limited it to the 

specific plaintiffs in the case, finding that judge and the court of appeals lacked any 

authority to apply the injunction to nonparties throughout the state; 

(2) overturned the injunction against the Governor; and 

(3) upheld the injunction in all other respects. 

 

In issuing its ruling, the Supreme Court noted that unlike some executive orders of the Governor 

that are afforded binding legal effect by statute, the Governor’s directive to DFPS cites no legal 

authority that would empower the Governor to bind state agencies with the instruction contained 

in the letter. Thus, the injunction against Gov. Abbott was inappropriate because the Governor had 

no authority to direct DFPS to do what he purported to do in the letter.   
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Similarly, the Supreme Court noted that it is well-settled that an Attorney General opinion 

interpreting the law cannot alter the pre-existing legal obligations of state agencies or private 

citizens. Nor does the Attorney General have any formal legal authority to direct the investigatory 

decisions of DFPS. In summary, the Supreme Court noted that there is no source of law obligating 

DFPS to base its investigatory decisions on the Governor’s letter or the Attorney General’s 

Opinion. Instead, the Legislature has granted to DFPS, not to the Governor or the Attorney 

General, the statutory responsibility to make a prompt and thorough investigation of a report of 

child abuse or neglect. And, when deciding whether and how to exercise that authority, DFPS—

not the Governor or the Attorney General—naturally must assess whether a report it receives is 

actually “a report of child abuse or neglect” under existing law. 

 

As for overturning the statewide injunction, the Supreme Court noted that procedural rules limit a 

court’s ability to apply an injunction beyond the parties to the case. It left in place the injunction 

blocking the investigation of the particular plaintiffs, but overturned the injunction as it relates to 

investigations by DFPS based on existing state law.    

 

It is worth noting that an injunction is not a final pronouncement on the merits of the case; it is a 

tool used by courts to preserve the status quo until a trial on the merits can be held. In a similar but 

separate case, another district judge in Travis County issued an injunction on July 5 against 

Commissioner Masters and DFPS, restraining those parties from implementing or enforcing 

DFPS’s investigatory policy and from implementing Governor Abbott’s Directive and the 

Attorney General’s opinion. Regardless of how the trials of these cases turn out, the Texas 

Supreme Court will likely have the final say unless the Texas Legislature enacts legislation bearing 

on how gender-affirming treatment is treated under state child abuse laws.   

 

7. Has the academic community weighed in on KP-0401 or the Directive? 

 

Yes, several advocacy organizations have criticized the reasoning in KP-0401 and the action taken 

by Gov. Abbott.  The most comprehensive academic response we are aware of is contained in a 

report issued on April 28, 2022 by faculty members at Yale University and the University of Texas 

Southwestern entitled “Biased Science: The Texas and Alabama Measures Criminalizing Medical 

Treatment for Transgender Children and Adolescents Rely on Inaccurate and Misleading Scientific 

Claims” (the “Report”). 

 

In the Report, the authors conclude that the medical claims in KP-0401 are not grounded in 

reputable science and are full of errors of omission and inclusion, and that these errors, taken 

together, “thoroughly discredit the AG Opinion’s claim that standard medical care for transgender 

children and adolescents constitutes child abuse.” The details of the Report are beyond the scope 

of this Guidance, however it is worth noting that the authors conclude that the “Texas Attorney 

General either misunderstands or deliberately misstates medical protocols and scientific 

evidence”; that KP-0401 makes “exaggerated and unsupported claims about the course of 

treatment for gender dysphoria, specifically claiming that standard medical care for pediatric 

patients includes surgery on genitals and reproductive organs” which is untrue with respect to the 

recommended treatment of minors; and that KP-0401 “ignore[s] the mainstream scientific 

evidence showing the significant benefits of gender-affirming care and exaggerate[s] potential 

https://medicine.yale.edu/childstudy/policy/lgbtq-youth/report%20on%20the%20science%20of%20gender-affirming%20care%20final%20april%2028%202022_437080_54462_v2.pdf
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risks.” According to the Report, “[t]hese are not close calls or areas of reasonable disagreement. 

The AG Opinion…ignore[s] established medical authorities and repeat[s] discredited, outdated, 

and poor-quality information. The AG Opinion also mischaracterizes reputable. sources and 

repeatedly cites a fringe group whose listed advisors have limited (or no) scientific and medical 

credentials and include well-known anti-trans activists.”  

 

8. Should I report as child abuse a medical provider who has provided gender-affirming 

treatment? Or a parent who has consented to gender-affirming treatment for their child? 

 

These are complicated questions made even more so by KP-0401, the Directive, and the court 

challenge. The relevant statutory provisions related to reporting are discussed below. Additionally, 

the Report and aspects of the Supreme Court opinion in the litigation (discussed above) are 

additional factors that we believe provide useful context in arriving at a decision whether to make 

a report. Providers should consult with legal counsel regarding their obligations under existing 

law. 

 

Texas Family Code section 261.101(a) requires any person who has “reasonable cause to believe 

that a child's physical or mental health or welfare has been adversely affected by abuse or neglect 

by any person” to immediately make a report. Subsection (b) of the section requires professionals, 

including physicians, nurses, teachers, and others, who have “reasonable cause to believe that a 

child has been abused or neglected or may be abused or neglected,” to make a report. 

 

As discussed above, KP-0401 concluded that “sex change” procedures and treatments, “when 

performed on children, can legally constitute child abuse under several provisions of chapter 261 

of the Texas Family Code.” Both the Directive and KP-0401 make a point of noting the reporting 

requirements referenced above and the fact that failing to make a required report is a criminal 

offense. However, as noted above the Texas Supreme Court has made it clear that both the 

Directive and KP-0401 are merely the stated opinions of the governor and the attorney general and 

do not change existing law, and that neither has the authority to direct DFPS to take any particular 

action nor, by extension, effectuate a prosecution based on a failure to report child abuse under 

section 261-101. As we noted in prior versions of this Guidance, local prosecutors apply the law 

without direction or involvement of DFPS, the governor, or the attorney general. Those 

prosecutors could come to the same conclusion as embodied by KP-0401, i.e., that gender-

affirming treatment on a minor is child abuse that must be reported. However, in considering 

whether a report is required, i.e., whether there is “reasonable cause to believe” that child abuse 

has occurred, we believe a potential reporter is entitled to consider, and indeed must consider, all 

relevant facts and circumstances including the credible statements of the medical community on 

gender-affirming care such as those contained in the Report.  

 

As noted previously, until an appellate court provides an interpretation of the definition of abuse 

in this specific context, prosecutors in each jurisdiction will determine based on the facts and 

circumstances of each case whether a report was required. Any person or professional should be 

prepared to defend the decision to report or not report under the language in 261.101(a) and (b). 

 

9. What are the consequences of not reporting child abuse as required by law? 

 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/FA/htm/FA.261.htm#261.101
https://medicine.yale.edu/childstudy/policy/lgbtq-youth/report%20on%20the%20science%20of%20gender-affirming%20care%20final%20april%2028%202022_437080_54462_v2.pdf
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Texas Family Code section 261.109 indicates that a person commits a criminal offense if the 

person is required to make a report under Section 261.101(a) or (b) and knowingly fails to make a 

report. An offense under subsection 261.101(a) (the general reporting requirement) is a Class A 

misdemeanor, except that the offense is a state jail felony if it is shown on the trial of the offense 

that the child was a person with an intellectual disability who resided in a state supported living 

center, the ICF-IID component of the Rio Grande State Center, or a facility licensed under Chapter 

252, Health and Safety Code, and the actor knew that the child had suffered serious bodily injury 

as a result of the abuse or neglect. 

 

An offense under subsection 261.101(b) (related to professionals) is a Class A misdemeanor, 

except that the offense is a state jail felony if it is shown on the trial of the offense that the actor 

intended to conceal the abuse or neglect. 

 

10. Has the federal government weighed in on the Directive and KP-0401? 

 

Yes. On March 2, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services issued a “Notice and 

Guidance on Gender-Affirming Care, Civil Rights, and Patient Privacy”. The Notice and Guidance 

does not specifically reference the Guidance or KP-0401, however the discussion clearly 

implicates the actions taken by Gov. Abbott and Gen. Paxton. The Notice and Guidance starts out 

by stating that attempts to restrict, challenge, or falsely characterize gender-affirming care, which 

it characterizes as “potentially lifesaving care,” as abuse is dangerous. Moreover, such attempts 

block parents from making critical health care decisions for their children, create a chilling effect 

on health care providers who are necessary to provide care for these youth, and ultimately 

negatively impact the health and well-being of transgender and gender nonconforming youth. 

 

The Notice and Guidance then provides an overview of antidiscrimination laws that apply to health 

care, including Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 

and indicates that HHS Office for Civil Rights (OCR) will continue working to ensure that 

transgender and gender nonconforming youth are able to access health care free from the burden 

of discrimination. It goes on to say that OCR is investigating and, where appropriate, enforcing 

Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act in cases involving discrimination on the basis of sexual 

orientation and gender identity in accordance with all applicable law, and invites filing complaints 

with the OCR on the basis of such discrimination. It concludes by taking aim at mandatory reports 

of abuse, reminding reporters that HIPAA limits what information can be disclosed to the 

minimum necessary to comply with such mandatory reporting requirements, and that disclosing 

more protected health information that would be required could be a violation of HIPAA.  

 

Additionally, on March 31, the U.S. Dept. of Justice issued a letter to all state attorneys general 

“reminding them of federal constitutional and statutory provisions that protect transgender youth 

against discrimination, including when those youth seek gender-affirming care.” In the letter, the 

DOJ indicates that “[i]ntentionally erecting discriminatory barriers to prevent individuals from 

receiving gender-affirming care implicates a number of federal legal guarantees”, and “[s]tate laws 

and policies that prevent parents or guardians from following the advice of a healthcare 

professional regarding what may be medically necessary or otherwise appropriate care for 

transgender minors may infringe on rights protected by both the Equal Protection and the Due 

Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment (to the U.S. Constitution).” It also discusses some 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/FA/htm/FA.261.htm#261.109
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/hhs-ocr-notice-and-guidance-gender-affirming-care.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/hhs-ocr-notice-and-guidance-gender-affirming-care.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-individuals/section-1557/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-individuals/disability/index.html
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1489066/download
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of the laws and the restrictions on discrimination cited by HHS as discussed above. The DOJ letter 

was among a number of initiatives announced on March 31 as described in a Fact Sheet entitled 

“Biden-Harris Administration Advances Equality and Visibility for Transgender Americans.” 

 

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/03/31/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-advances-equality-and-visibility-for-transgender-americans/
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Guidance on Laws and Regulations  

Affecting the Performance of Abortions in Texas 
 

The Texas Hospital Association offers guidance on the laws regulating abortions, and potential 

implications for hospitals related to procedures considered an abortion by definition. These legal 

and regulatory processes require new focus after the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in 

Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization that overturned Roe v. Wade and Planned 

Parenthood v. Casey. 

 

 

1. What is the significance of the Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization decision?  

 

On June 24, 2022, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health 

Organization, overturning Roe v. Wade (1973) and Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992),  

upending five decades of constitutional protection of a woman’s right to have an abortion. The 

court noted that abortion “presents a profound moral question.” However, the Constitution “does 

not prohibit the citizens of each State from regulating or prohibiting abortion. Roe and Casey 

abrogated that authority,” the court found, and overruled those decisions to “return that authority 

to the people and their elected representatives.” As a result of the Dobbs decision, states have 

increased leeway to impose limits on abortions without fear that a constitutional challenge will 

invalidate those limitations. 

 

 

2.  What laws in Texas regulate abortions? 

 

Texas law contains numerous statutes governing or regulating abortions, with the primary 

regulatory scheme found in chapters 170, 170A, and 171 of the Texas Health and Safety Code. 

Chapter 245 of the Health and Safety Code imposes licensing and other requirements on licensed 

abortion facilities, as well as facilities where abortions may be performed but that are exempt from 

abortion facility licensing (this includes hospitals).  

 

Additional requirements on the disposition of fetal remains are found at chapter 697 of the Health 

and Safety Code, and implicate abortions and the facilities where abortions are performed.  

 

Texas statutes enacted in 1925 contain provisions that prohibit abortions and are found at articles 

4512.1-4512.6 of the Texas Civil Statutes. These statutes were never explicitly repealed after the 

Roe v. Wade decision in 1973, but current enforceability is uncertain after the Dobbs case, 

particularly in light of a 2004 federal appeals court decision finding those statutes had been 

implicitly repealed. Some Texas officials including Attorney General Ken Paxton have asserted 

that these laws are now in effect and enforceable. 

 

Finally, the Texas Family Code, chapter 33, contains provisions related to performing an abortion 

on an unemancipated minor. In addition, the Texas Administrative Code (TAC) contains rules 

adopted by the Health and Human Services Commission and other departments and agencies. 

 

 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftha.us1.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Df715244c8400a2e78fe154327%26id%3Df0f78feb2d%26e%3D541b65b0ff&data=05%7C01%7Cswohleb%40tha.org%7C4644323b7dba44ffa0b708da606c67db%7C1c75d81fca014c1fb7280c88f438a0a8%7C0%7C0%7C637928315970454515%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=lidvOOIvb6rMXztgsx0kOitB6QDVaTlj5UZEdZug1z4%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftha.us1.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Df715244c8400a2e78fe154327%26id%3Df0f78feb2d%26e%3D541b65b0ff&data=05%7C01%7Cswohleb%40tha.org%7C4644323b7dba44ffa0b708da606c67db%7C1c75d81fca014c1fb7280c88f438a0a8%7C0%7C0%7C637928315970454515%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=lidvOOIvb6rMXztgsx0kOitB6QDVaTlj5UZEdZug1z4%3D&reserved=0
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The attached Appendix contains selected summaries of these laws and references other laws 

and rules touching on abortion. 

 

 

3. What is the definition of “abortion” in Texas? 

 

Except where otherwise noted, “abortion” is defined under Texas law in accordance with the 

definition found at section 245.002(1), Health and Safety Code, enacted in 2017: 

 

(1)  “Abortion” means the act of using or prescribing an instrument, a drug, a medicine, or any 

other substance, device, or means with the intent to cause the death of an unborn child of a 

woman known to be pregnant.  The term does not include birth control devices or oral 

contraceptives.  An act is not an abortion if the act is done with the intent to: 

(A)  save the life or preserve the health of an unborn child; 

(B)  remove a dead, unborn child whose death was caused by spontaneous abortion; or 

(C)  remove an ectopic pregnancy. 

 

A notable exception is the definition of abortion found in the 1925 law at Article 4512.1, which 

reads as follows: 

 

By "abortion" is meant that the life of the fetus or embryo shall be destroyed in the woman’s 

womb or that a premature birth thereof be caused. 

 

 

4.  Does the “required by law” exception1 in the Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule require a covered entity to disclose protected 

health information (PHI) of an individual who has received an abortion or care related 

to an abortion to a third party? 

 

HHS’ Office of Civil Rights (OCR) indicates that the “required by law” exception in the Privacy 

Rule “permits but does not require a covered entity to disclose PHI about an individual without 

the individual’s authorization, when such disclosure is required by law and the disclosure complies 

with requirements of the other law.” (emphasis added). On June 29, 2022, OCR issued additional 

guidance on the Privacy Rule’s applicability to disclosures of PHI relating to reproductive care.  

OCR states that any disclosure “required by law” is limited only to the disclosure of PHI that is 

mandated by the law that compels such disclosure and where the law is enforceable in court.  Any 

disclosure of PHI exceeding the relevant legal requirements is not allowed by the Privacy Rule 

and a state law must expressly require reporting of the PHI at issue.2   

 

 
1 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(a)(1). 
2 See Tex. Health & Safety Code § 171.006 (requiring reporting by hospitals of certain abortion complications or 

“adverse events” as defined by that statute diagnosed or treated at the hospital). 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.245.htm#245.002
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/CV/htm/CV.71.6-1_2.htm#4512.1
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/phi-reproductive-health/index.html
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Texas law does require covered entities to comply with the HIPAA Privacy Rule.3 OCR believes 

a disclosure that is not expressly required by law and/or exceeds the requirements of such law 

would constitute a breach of unsecured PHI requiring notification to HHS and the affected 

individual. 

 

 

5.  When is a covered entity permitted to disclose PHI (which includes information 

regarding abortion related medical care or treatment) to law enforcement?4  

 

According to OCR, covered entities are permitted, but not required, to “disclose PHI about an 

individual for law enforcement purposes ‘pursuant to process and as otherwise required by law,’ 

under certain conditions.  Covered entities may disclose only the PHI requested through a court 

order or court-ordered warrant, subpoena, or summons if all the conditions listed in the law 

enforcement disclosure exception are met.”   

 

In its guidance, OCR specifically notes that the Privacy Rules’s law enforcement exception does 

not allow a hospital or a health care provider to report an individual’s abortion or other 

reproductive health care to law enforcement either of their own volition or at the request of law 

enforcement. In example, OCR illustrates that health care providers complying with law 

enforcement requests for abortion related medical records, without a court order or other mandate 

enforceable by a court, would not be a permitted disclosure of PHI and would constitute a breach 

requiring notification to HHS and the individual under the Privacy Rule.  

 

As Texas law requires covered entities to comply with the HIPAA Privacy Rule, covered entities 

should review this guidance to ensure that any disclosures of PHI comply with the conditions set 

forth in the law enforcement exception or another exception found in the Privacy Rule. 

 

 

6.  What is OCR’s position regarding disclosure of PHI related to abortion or abortion-

related medical care or treatment to avert a serious threat to health or safety?5 

 

According to OCR, covered entities are permitted to disclose PHI related to abortion or abortion-

related medical care or treatment if the covered entity, in good faith, believes the disclosure is 

necessary to prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat to the health or safety of a person or 

the public, and the disclosure is to a person or person who are reasonably able to prevent or lessen 

the threat. Such disclosure must be consistent with applicable law and professional ethical conduct 

standards.  

 

OCR states the Privacy Rule does not, by itself, permit a health care provider practicing in a state 

that bans abortions to report to law enforcement that an individual intends to seek an abortion out-

of-state where abortion is legal, if the individual disclosed that information to the health care 

 
3 Tex. Health & Safety Code § 181.004. (see also Tex. Health & Safety Code § 181.001(b)(3) definition of “Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Privacy Standards” which includes rules found in Subpart E of 45 C.F.R. 

Part 164 in such definition). 
4 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(f). 
5 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(j). 

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/phi-reproductive-health/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/phi-reproductive-health/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/phi-reproductive-health/index.html
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provider.  It is OCR’s interpretation that such a statement of intent made by an individual to their 

health care provider, does not qualify as a serious and imminent threat to health or safety and 

would generally be inconsistent with professional ethical standards. Per OCR, such a disclosure 

would constitute a breach requiring notification to HHS and the affected individual.  

 

 

7. Could federal emergency treatment statutes and regulations supersede Texas law? 

 

Federal regulation will generally supersede state-level requirements when a conflict exists that 

prevents compliance with both. On July 11, 2022, the Secretary of the Department of Health and 

Human Services issued guidance to health care providers, specific to the role of the Emergency 

Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) in states where abortion is further restricted 

due to the Dobbs ruling. HHS’ guidance sets forth HHS’ belief that “the federal EMTALA statute 

protects [providers’] clinical judgment and the action [providers] take to provide stabilizing 

medical treatment to [a provider’s] pregnant patients, regardless of the restrictions in the state 

where [the provider maintains their] practice.” 

 

HHS’ guidance indicates that:  

 

if a physician believes that a pregnant patient presenting at an emergency 

department, including certain labor and delivery departments, is experiencing an 

emergency medical condition as defined by EMTALA, and that abortion is the 

stabilizing treatment necessary to resolve that condition, the physician must provide 

that treatment. And when a state law prohibits abortion and does not include an 

exception for the life and health of the pregnant person — or draws the exception 

more narrowly than EMTALA’s emergency medical condition definition — that 

state law is preempted. 

 

8.  Has the State of Texas challenged the interpretation set forth above? 

 

Yes. On July 14, Texas Attorney General Paxton filed suit on behalf of the State of Texas, asserting 

that EMTALA “does not mandate, direct, approve, or even suggest the provision of any specific 

treatment,” that it “says nothing about abortion”, and that “appellate courts have confirmed that 

EMTALA confers no right to any specific treatment and does not operate as federal oversight on 

the practice of medicine.” The Attorney General further asserts that the 1925 statutes (referenced 

herein above) “have never been repealed,” and that a criminal prohibition on abortion is currently 

the law in Texas.  

 

The suit seeks a declaration that the HHS and CMS are violating the law and that the “Abortion 

Mandate” contained in HHS’ EMTALA guidance is unlawful, unconstitutional, and 

unenforceable. The lawsuit is pending in the federal district court for the Northern District of 

Texas.    

 

9. What are a hospital’s obligations under EMTALA? 

 

Hospitals subject to EMTALA must conduct an appropriate medical screening examination (MSE) 

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/emergency-medical-care-letter-to-health-care-providers.pdf
https://www.texasattorneygeneral.gov/sites/default/files/images/executive-management/20220714_1-0_Original%20Complaint%20Biden%20Admin.pdf
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of all individuals who come to the emergency department (ED). Providers have discretion to 

determine what constitutes an appropriate MSE, as the content of the MSE may vary according to 

the individual’s presenting signs and symptoms and can be as simple or complex as needed to 

determine if an emergency medical condition (EMC) exists. 

 

Providers have further discretion to determine when an EMC exists, as an EMC is present when 

there are acute symptoms of enough severity such that the absence of immediate medical attention 

could reasonably be expected to result in serious impairment or dysfunction. A MSE must be 

conducted by qualified personnel, which may include physicians, nurse practitioners, physician’s 

assistants, or RNs trained to perform MSEs and acting within the scope of their license. 

 

If an EMC is determined to exist, the hospital must provide available stabilizing treatment or an 

appropriate transfer to another hospital that has the capabilities to provide stabilizing treatment. 

EMTALA requires that all patients receive an appropriate MSE, stabilizing treatment, and transfer, 

if necessary, irrespective of any state laws or mandates that apply to specific procedures. 
 

 

10.  Are a hospital’s EMTALA obligations altered in cases involving complications related 

to pregnancy? 

 

CMS released guidance specific to EMTALA obligations specific to patients who are pregnant or 

experiencing pregnancy loss. CMS’ guidance was updated in July, 2022 and reminds providers 

that:   

 

the determination of an emergency medical condition is the responsibility of the 

examining physician or other qualified medical personnel. An emergency medical 

condition may include a condition that is likely or certain to become emergent 

without stabilizing treatment. Emergency medical conditions involving pregnant 

patients may include, but are not limited to, ectopic pregnancy, complications of 

pregnancy loss, or emergent hypertensive disorders, such as preeclampsia with 

severe features. 

 

The guidance provides additional information on specific EMTALA provisions as they relate to 

care for patients where state laws prohibit or restrict access to abortion. THA Members should 

review this guidance against current policies and procedures to determine whether edits are 

appropriate. 

  

https://www.cms.gov/files/document/qso-22-22-hospitals.pdf
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APPENDIX  

 

Summary of Selected Texas Laws Regulating and/or Prohibiting Abortion  
 

 

A-1:  Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 170, “Prohibited Acts Regarding Abortions” 

 

Chapter 170 is a short chapter that primarily relates to late-term abortions. Under Section 170.002, 

a person may not intentionally or knowingly perform an abortion on a woman who is pregnant 

with a viable unborn child during the third trimester of the pregnancy. The prohibition does not 

apply if at the time of the abortion the person is a physician and concludes in good faith according 

to the physician's best medical judgment that (1)  the fetus is not a viable fetus and the pregnancy 

is not in the third trimester; (2)  the abortion is necessary to prevent the death or a substantial risk 

of serious impairment to the physical or mental health of the woman;  or (3)  the fetus has a severe 

and irreversible abnormality, identified by reliable diagnostic procedures. 

 

A physician who performs an abortion that, according to the physician's best medical judgment at 

the time of the abortion, is to abort a viable unborn child during the third trimester of the pregnancy 

shall certify in writing to the commission, on a form prescribed by the commission, the medical 

indications supporting the physician's judgment that the abortion was authorized by (2) or (3) 

above.  If the physician certifies the abortion was authorized by (3), the physician must certify in 

writing on the form the fetal abnormality identified by the physician.  The certification must be 

made not later than the 30th day after the date the abortion was performed. 

 

A-2: Texas “Trigger Law” (Health and Safety Code, Chapter 170A, “Performance of 

Abortion”)  

 

[Editor’s Note: As of the date of the issuance of this Guidance, chapter 170A is not yet in effect.It 

will become effective on August 25. This unique procedural issue is discussed further below in 

this Section A-2.] 

 

Chapter 170A is the so-called Texas trigger law. It was passed in 2021 and contains criminal, civil, 

and licensing board penalties on persons who perform an abortion. More specifically, under section 

170A.002(a), a person “may not knowingly perform, induce, or attempt an abortion.” The only 

exception to this prohibition, as provided for in Subsection (b), is if the person performing, 

inducing, or attempting the abortion is a licensed physician and in the exercise of reasonable 

medical judgment, the pregnant female on whom the abortion is performed, induced, or attempted 

has a life-threatening physical condition aggravated by, caused by, or arising from a pregnancy 

that places the female at risk of death or poses a serious risk of substantial impairment of a major 

bodily function unless the abortion is performed or induced. In that case the person performing, 

inducing, or attempting the abortion must do so in a manner that, in the exercise of reasonable 

medical judgment, provides the best opportunity for the unborn child to survive unless, in the 

reasonable medical judgment, that manner would create a greater risk of the pregnant female's 

death or a serious risk of substantial impairment of a major bodily function of the pregnant female. 

 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.170.htm
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.170.htm
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.170A.htm
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.170A.htm
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Violations of chapter 170A carry civil and criminal penalties and the potential for disciplinary 

action by licensing agencies. More specifically, under section 170A.004, a violation of the 

prohibition is a felony of the second degree, except that the offense is a felony of the first degree 

if an unborn child dies as a result of the offense. Section 170A.005 allows for a civil penalty of not 

less than $100,000 for a violation. Finally, under section 170A.007, in addition to any other penalty 

that may be imposed under chapter 170A, the appropriate licensing authority “shall revoke the 

license, permit, registration, certificate, or other authority of a physician or other health care 

professional who performs, induces, or attempts an abortion in violation of section 170A.002.” 

 

Although HB 1280 was passed and signed into law in 2021, it did not take effect immediately. 

Rather, according to SECTION 3 of the bill, the law takes effect on the 30th day after: 

 

(1)    the issuance of a United States Supreme Court judgment in a decision overruling, wholly or 

partly, Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), as modified by Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 

833 (1992), thereby allowing the states of the United States to prohibit abortion; 

(2)    the issuance of any other United States Supreme Court judgment in a decision that recognizes, 

wholly or partly, the authority of the states to prohibit abortion; or 

(3)    adoption of an amendment to the United States Constitution that, wholly or partly, restores 

to the states the authority to prohibit abortion. 

 

The issuance of the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health 

Organization, overturning Roe v. Wade (1973) and Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992) appears 

to satisfy condition (1) above. On July 26 the judgment was issued in the Dobbs case. Accordingly, 

chapter 170A will become effective August 25, 2022.  

 

A-3: Health and Safety Code, Chapter 171, “Abortion” 

 

As summarized further below, Chapter 171 is the most comprehensive regulatory scheme related 

to abortions. It contains various requirements or prohibitions related to: where abortions can be 

performed; reporting of abortion-related complications; documentation related to abortions; 

informed consent, including extensive pre-procedure requirements; abortions performed after 20 

weeks; distribution and administration of abortion-inducing drugs; partial-birth abortions and 

dismemberment abortions; and abortions performed when a fetal heartbeat is detected. 

 

Subchapter A – General Provisions 

 

• Section 171.002 is a definitions section and contains definitions applicable to Chapter 171 

for “abortion” (the meaning assigned by Section 245.002), “abortion provider”, “medical 

emergency”, and “sonogram”. 

• Section 171.003 indicates that an abortion may be performed only by a physician licensed 

to practice medicine in Texas. 

• Section 171.0031 indicates that a physician performing or inducing an abortion must have 

active admitting privileges at a hospital that (A) is located not further than 30 miles from 

the location at which the abortion is performed or induced; and (B) provides obstetrical or 

gynecological health care services. Additionally the physician must provide the pregnant 

woman with (A) a telephone number by which the pregnant woman may reach the 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.171.htm
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/GetStatute.aspx?Code=HS&Value=245.002
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physician, or other health care personnel employed by the physician or by the facility at 

which the abortion was performed or induced with access to the woman's relevant medical 

records, 24 hours a day to request assistance for any complications that arise from the 

performance or induction of the abortion or ask health-related questions regarding the 

abortion; and (B) the name and telephone number of the nearest hospital to the home of the 

pregnant woman at which an emergency arising from the abortion would be treated. 

• Section 171.004 indicates that an abortion of a fetus age 16 weeks or more may be 

performed only at an ambulatory surgical center or hospital licensed to perform the 

abortion. 

• Section grants the Health and Human Services Commission the authority to enforce 

Chapter 171 except for Subchapter H. 

• Section 171.006 (first occurrence) contains abortion complication reporting requirements. 

It applies to an “abortion complication” or “adverse event”, defined as “any harmful event 

or adverse outcome with respect to a patient related to an abortion that is performed or 

induced on the patient and that is diagnosed or treated by a health care practitioner or at a 

health care facility” and lists 28 conditions that are included in those terms. The reporting 

requirements apply to: 

(1)  a physician who (A)  performs or induces at an abortion facility an abortion that 

results in an abortion complication diagnosed or treated by that physician; or (B) 

diagnoses or treats an abortion complication that is the result of an abortion performed 

or induced by another physician; or 

(2)  a health care facility that is a hospital, abortion facility, freestanding emergency 

medical care facility, or health care facility that provides emergency medical care.  

A physician must submit the report within three business days. A health care facility 

described report within 30 days. The specific matters to be reported and penalties for failing 

to report are set forth in the section. 

• Section 171.006 (second occurrence) addresses reporting requirements for abortions 

performed on a woman who is younger than 18 years of age. 

• Section 171.008 address documentation requirements for abortions performed or induced 

on a pregnant woman because of a medical emergency. It requires the physician who 

performs or induces the abortion to execute a written document that certifies the abortion 

is necessary due to a medical emergency and specifies the woman’s medical condition 

requiring the abortion. Specific documentation requirements are set forth in the section. 

 

Subchapter B – Informed Consent (Sonogram, Written Materials, etc.) 

 

• Section 171.011 prohibits performing an abortion without the voluntary and informed 

consent of the woman on whom the abortion is to be performed. 

• Section 171.012 specifies the requirements for consent to be voluntary and informed, 

including the provisions of mandatory written materials and the performance of a sonogram 

24 hours in advance of the abortion, or two hours in limited circumstances, with audible 

heart auscultation. 

• Section 171.0121 specifies the documentation that must be kept in the medical record. 

• Section 171.0122 indicates that the woman is not required to view the written materials or 

the sonogram or hear the heart auscultation. 
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• Section 171.0123 specifies that if the pregnant woman chooses not to have an abortion, the 

physician or an agent of the physician must provide the pregnant woman with a publication 

that provides information about paternity establishment and child support. 

• Section 171.0124 creates an exception to the informed consent requirements in a medical 

emergency, and includes documentation and reporting requirements. 

• Sections 171.013-.016 contain requirements related to the written materials that must be 

provided as part of the informed consent process. 

• Section 171.017 indicates that if the woman is an unemancipated minor subject to Chapter 

33, Family Code, the 24-hour periods established under Sections 171.012 and 171.013 may 

run concurrently with the period during which actual or constructive notice is provided 

under Section 33.002, Family Code. 

• Section 171.018 indicates that a physician who intentionally performs an abortion on a 

woman in violation of this subchapter commits a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to 

exceed $10,000. 

• Aspects of this subchapter are addressed in 25 TAC §§1.71-1.73. 

 

Subchapter C – Abortion Prohibited At or After 20 Weeks Post-fertilization 

 

• Section 171.042 provides definitions for “post-fertilization age” and “severe fetal 

abnormality”. 

• Section 171.043 indicates that a physician may not perform or induce or attempt to perform 

or induce an abortion without, prior to the procedure making a determination of the 

probable post-fertilization age of the unborn child or  possessing and relying on a 

determination of the probable post-fertilization age of the unborn child made by another 

physician. 

• Section 171.044 prohibits a person from performing, inducing, or attempting to perform or 

induce an abortion if it has been determined that the probable post-fertilization age of the 

unborn child is 20 or more weeks. 

• Section 171.045 indicates that for post 20-week abortions permitted under the exception in 

171.046, the physician must terminate the pregnancy in the manner that, in the physician's 

reasonable medical judgment, provides the best opportunity for the unborn child to survive. 

• Section 171.046 provides an exception if there exists a condition that, in the physician's 

reasonable medical judgment, so complicates the medical condition of the woman that, to 

avert the woman's death or a serious risk of substantial and irreversible physical impairment 

of a major bodily function, other than a psychological condition, it necessitates, as 

applicable: 

(1)  the immediate abortion of her pregnancy without the delay necessary to determine 

the probable post-fertilization age of the unborn child; 

(2)  the abortion of her pregnancy even though the post-fertilization age of the unborn 

child is 20 or more weeks; or 

(3)  the use of a method of abortion other than a method described by Section 

171.045(b). 

The prohibitions and requirements under Sections 171.043, 171.044, and 171.045 do not 

apply to an abortion performed on an unborn child who has a severe fetal abnormality. 

• Section 171.047 protects the privacy of the woman in a civil or criminal proceeding or 

action involving an act prohibited under the subchapter. 

https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.ViewTAC?tac_view=5&ti=25&pt=1&ch=1&sch=E&rl=Y
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• Section 171.048 addresses the construction and enforceability of the subchapter. 

 

Subchapter D – Abortion-Inducing Drugs 

 

• Section. 171.061 is the definitions section and includes definitions for “abortion”; 

“abortion-inducing drug”; “adverse event”  or “abortion complication”; “gestational age”; 

“medical abortion” which is also referred to as “medication abortion,” “chemical abortion,” 

“drug-induced abortion,” “RU-486,” and “Mifeprex regimen”; “physician”; “pregnant”; 

“provide”, as used with regard to abortion-inducing drugs; and “unborn child”. 

• Section 171.062 indicates that the Texas Medical Board shall enforce the subchapter. 

• Section  171.063 indicates: 

o A person may not knowingly provide an abortion-inducing drug to a pregnant 

woman for the purpose of inducing an abortion in the pregnant woman or enabling 

another person to induce an abortion in the pregnant woman unless the person who 

provides the abortion-inducing drug is a physician; and the provision of the 

abortion-inducing drug satisfies the protocol authorized by this subchapter. A 

manufacturer, supplier, physician, or any other person may not provide to a patient 

any abortion-inducing drug by courier, delivery, or mail service. 

o Before the physician provides an abortion-inducing drug, the physician must (1)  

examine the pregnant woman in person; (2)  independently verify that a pregnancy 

exists; (3)  document, in the woman's medical record, the gestational age and 

intrauterine location of the pregnancy to determine whether an ectopic pregnancy 

exists; (4)  determine the pregnant woman's blood type, and for a woman who is 

Rh negative, offer to administer Rh immunoglobulin (RhoGAM) at the time the 

abortion-inducing drug is administered or used or the abortion is performed or 

induced to prevent Rh incompatibility, complications, or miscarriage in future 

pregnancies; (5)  document whether the pregnant woman received treatment for Rh 

negativity, as diagnosed by the most accurate standard of medical care; and (6)  

ensure the physician does not provide an abortion-inducing drug for a pregnant 

woman whose pregnancy is more than 49 days of gestational age. 

o The physician who gives, sells, dispenses, administers, provides, or prescribes an 

abortion-inducing drug shall provide the pregnant woman with (1)  a copy of the 

final printed label of that abortion-inducing drug; and (2)  a telephone number by 

which the pregnant woman may reach the physician, or other health care personnel 

employed by the physician or by the facility at which the abortion was performed 

with access to the woman's relevant medical records, 24 hours a day to request 

assistance for any complications that arise from the administration or use of the 

drug or ask health-related questions regarding the administration or use of the drug. 

o A physician who provides the abortion-inducing drug must schedule a follow-up 

visit for the woman to occur not later than the 14th day after the earliest date on 

which the abortion-inducing drug is administered or used or the abortion is 

performed or induced.  At the follow-up visit, the physician must (1)  confirm that 

the woman's pregnancy is completely terminated; and (2)  assess any continued 

blood loss. 

o The physician who gives, sells, dispenses, administers, provides, or prescribes the 

abortion-inducing drug, or the physician's agent, must make a reasonable effort to 
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ensure that the woman returns for the scheduled follow-up visit.  The physician or 

the physician's agent shall document a brief description of any effort made to 

comply with this subsection, including the date, time, and name of the person 

making the effort, in the woman's medical record. 

o The physician must report any known serious adverse events. 

• Section 171.0631 requires a  person providing an abortion-inducing drug to satisfy the 

applicable informed consent requirements of Subchapter B. 

• Section 171.0632 requires a physician who provides an abortion-inducing drug to comply 

with the applicable physician reporting requirements of Section 245.011. 

• Section 171.064 permits the Texas Medical Board to take disciplinary action under Chapter 

164, Occupations Code, or assess an administrative penalty under Subchapter A, Chapter 

165, Occupations Code, against a person who violates Section 171.063. 

• Section 171.065 creates a criminal offense (state jail felony) for a person who intentionally, 

knowingly, or recklessly violates the subchapter commits an offense. 

• Section provides that a state executive or administrative official may not decline to enforce 

this subchapter, or adopt a construction of this subchapter in a way that narrows its 

applicability, based on the official's own beliefs on the requirements of the state or federal 

constitution, unless the official is enjoined by a state or federal court from enforcing this 

subchapter. 

 

Subchapter E, Education and Training Programs on Trafficking of Persons for Certain Facility 

Personnel 

 

• Under Section 171.081, Subchapter E applies to each person who (1)  is employed by, 

volunteers at, or performs services under contract with (A)  an abortion facility licensed 

under Chapter 245; or B) an ambulatory surgical center licensed under Chapter 243 that 

performs more than 50 abortions in any 12-month period; and (2)  has direct contact with 

patients of the facility. 

• Section 171.082 requires the executive commissioner of the Health and Human Services 

Commission by rule to require a person described by Section 171.081 to complete within 

a reasonable time after beginning work at the facility a training program to identify and 

assist victims of human trafficking. 

 

Subchapter F, Partial-Birth Abortions 

 

• Section 171.101 contains definitions for “partial-birth abortion” and “physician”. 

• Section 171.102 prohibits a physician or other person from knowingly performing a partial-

birth abortion, unless it is necessary to save the life of a mother whose life is endangered 

by a physical disorder, physical illness, or physical injury, including a life-endangering 

physical condition caused by or arising from the pregnancy. 

• Section 171.103 provides a criminal penalty (state jail felony) for a violation of Section 

171.102. 

• Sec. 171.104 provides a civile cause of action for the father of the fetus or a parent of the 

mother of the fetus, if the mother is younger than 18 years of age at the time of the partial-

birth abortion, including (1)  money damages for physical injury, mental anguish, and 

emotional distress; and (2)  exemplary damages equal to three times the cost of the partial-
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birth abortion. A person may not bring or maintain an action under this section if (1) the 

person consented to the partial-birth abortion; or (2)  the person's criminally injurious 

conduct resulted in the pregnancy. 

• Under section 171.105, a physician who is the subject of a criminal or civil action for a 

violation of Section 171.102 may request a hearing before the Texas Medical Board on 

whether the physician's conduct was necessary to save the life of a mother whose life was 

endangered by a physical disorder, physical illness, or physical injury, including a life-

endangering physical condition caused by or arising from the pregnancy. 

• Under section 171.106, a woman on whom a partial-birth abortion is performed or 

attempted in violation of the subchapter may not be prosecuted under the subchapter or for 

conspiracy to commit a violation of the subchapter. 

 

Subchapter G, Dismemberment Abortions 

 

• Section 171.151 defines “dismemberment abortion” as an abortion in which a person, with 

the purpose of causing the death of an unborn child, dismembers the living unborn child 

and extracts the unborn child one piece at a time from the uterus through the use of clamps, 

grasping forceps, tongs, scissors, or a similar instrument that, through the convergence of 

two rigid levers, slices, crushes, or grasps, or performs any combination of those actions 

on, a piece of the unborn child's body to cut or rip the piece from the body.  The term does 

not include an abortion that uses suction to dismember the body of an unborn child by 

sucking pieces of the unborn child into a collection container.  The term includes a 

dismemberment abortion that is used to cause the death of an unborn child and in which 

suction is subsequently used to extract pieces of the unborn child after the unborn child's 

death. 

• Section 171.152 prohibits a person from intentionally performing a dismemberment 

abortion unless the dismemberment abortion is necessary in a medical emergency. A 

woman on whom a dismemberment abortion is performed, an employee or agent acting 

under the direction of a physician who performs a dismemberment abortion, or a person 

who fills a prescription or provides equipment used in a dismemberment abortion does not 

violate this prohibition. 

• Section 171.153 provides a criminal penalty (state jail felony) for violations. 

• Section 171.154 relates to judicial construction of the subchapter. 

 

Subchapter H, Detection of Fetal Heartbeat 

 

• Section 171.201 provides definitions for “fetal heartbeat”; “gestational age”; “gestational 

sac”; “physician”; “pregnancy”; “standard medical practice”; and “unborn child”. 

• Section 171.202 contains various legislative findings. 

• Section 171.203 elaborates on the concept of “standard medical practice” related to the 

detection of a fetal heartbeat. It prohibits a physician from knowingly performing or 

inducing an abortion on a pregnant woman unless the physician has determined, in 

accordance with this section, whether the woman's unborn child has a detectable fetal 

heartbeat, and provides specifications for the testing that must occur. The physician must 

record in the pregnant woman's medical record (1)  the estimated gestational age of the 
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unborn child; (2)  the method used to estimate the gestational age; and (3)  the test used for 

detecting a fetal heartbeat, including the date, time, and results of the test. 

• Section 171.204 prohibits a physician from knowingly performing or inducing an abortion 

on a pregnant woman if the physician detected a fetal heartbeat for the unborn child as 

required by Section 171.203 or failed to perform a test to detect a fetal heartbeat. 

• Section 171.205 contains an exception if a physician believes a medical emergency exists 

that prevents compliance with the subchapter. (Note: the general definition of medical 

emergency in chapter 171, section 171.002(3), is applicable to this exception and reads as 

follows: “Medical emergency” means a life-threatening physical condition aggravated by, 

caused by, or arising from a pregnancy that, as certified by a physician, places the woman 

in danger of death or a serious risk of substantial impairment of a major bodily function 

unless an abortion is performed.)  

• Section 171.206 indicates that the subchapter does not create or recognize a right to 

abortion before a fetal heartbeat is detected, and may not be construed to (1) authorize the 

initiation of a cause of action against or the prosecution of a woman on whom an abortion 

is performed or induced or attempted to be performed or induced in violation of this 

subchapter; (2)  wholly or partly repeal, either expressly or by implication, any other statute 

that regulates or prohibits abortion, including Chapter 6-1/2, Title 71, Revised Statutes; or 

(3) restrict a political subdivision from regulating or prohibiting abortion in a manner that 

is at least as stringent as the laws of this state. 

• Section 171.207 indicates that the requirements of the subchapter are enforced exclusively 

through the private civil actions described in Section 171.208, and no enforcement  

subchapter, and no enforcement of Chapters 19 and 22, Penal Code, in response to 

violations of the subchapter, may be taken or threatened by this state, a political 

subdivision, a district or county attorney, or an executive or administrative officer or 

employee of this state or a political subdivision against any person, except as provided in 

Section 171.208. 

• Section 171.208 allows any person, other than an officer or employee of a state or local 

governmental entity in this state, to bring a civil action against any person who (1)  

performs or induces an abortion in violation of the subchapter; (2)  knowingly engages in 

conduct that aids or abets the performance or inducement of an abortion, including paying 

for or reimbursing the costs of an abortion through insurance or otherwise, if the abortion 

is performed or induced in violation of the subchapter, regardless of whether the person 

knew or should have known that the abortion would be performed or induced in violation 

of this subchapter; or (3) intends to engage in the conduct described by Subdivision (1) or 

(2). 

• If a claimant prevails in an action brought under this section, the court shall award (1)  

injunctive relief sufficient to prevent the defendant from violating this subchapter or 

engaging in acts that aid or abet violations of the subchapter; (2) statutory damages in an 

amount of not less than $10,000 for each abortion that the defendant performed or induced 

in violation of the subchapter, and for each abortion performed or induced in violation of 

this subchapter that the defendant aided or abetted; and (3) costs and attorney's fees. 

• A person may bring an action not later than the fourth anniversary of the date the cause of 

action accrues. Additional procedural aspects and defenses related to the civil action are 

also addressed in this section and in Section 171.209. 

• Section 171.210 addresses venue of an action under section 171.208. 
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• Sections 171.211 and 171.212 address various aspects of challenging the validity of the 

subchapter and severability. 

 

 

A-4: Health and Safety Code Chapter 245, “Abortion Facilities” (a/k/a “Texas Abortion 

Facility Reporting and Licensing Act”) 

 

• Section 245.002 provides definitions for “abortion”; “abortion facility”; “department” (the 

Texas Department of State Health Services”; “ectopic pregnancy”; “executive 

commissioner” (the executive commissioner of the Texas Health and Human Services 

Commission); “patient”; and “person”. 

• Section. 245.003 prohibits a person from establishing or operating an abortion facility in 

this state without an appropriate license issued under this chapter. 

• Section 245.004 (first occurrence) exempts (1) a hospital licensed under Chapter 241 

(Texas Hospital Licensing Law);  or (2)  the office of a physician licensed under Subtitle 

B, Title 3, Occupations Code, unless the office is used for the purpose of performing more 

than 50 abortions in any 12-month period, from needing a license.  

• Section 245.004 (second occurrence) exempts (1)  a hospital licensed under Chapter 241 

(Texas Hospital Licensing Law); (2) the office of a physician licensed under Subtitle B, 

Title 3, Occupations Code, unless the office is used substantially for the purpose of 

performing abortions;  or (3)  an ambulatory surgical center licensed under Chapter 243, 

from needing a license. 

• Section 245.005 contains application and license issuance requirements. 

• Section 245.006 governs inspections of licensed facilities. 

• Section 245.007 governs fees charged by the department. 

• Section 245.009 confers rulemaking authority. 

• Section 245.010 describes minimum standards for facilities, and indicates that only a 

physician as defined by Subtitle B, Title 3, Occupations Code, may perform an abortion. 

• Section 245.0105 requires each facility to be assigned a unique license number. a facility 

must include the number in any abortion advertisement. 

• Section 245.011 requires a physician who performs an abortion at an abortion facility to  

complete and submit a monthly report to the department on each abortion performed by 

the physician at the abortion facility. The required information to be reported and 

confidentiality requirements are specified. Failure to comply with the section is a Class A 

misdemeanor.  

• Section 245.0115 requires the department to notify the Texas Medical Board of any 

violations of the reporting requirements. 

• Section 245.0116 requires the department to publish on its Internet website a monthly 

report containing aggregate data of the information reported. 

• Section 245.012 governs denials, revocations, and suspensions of licenses. 

• Section 245.013 allows for injunctive relief for continuing violation of the standards or 

licensing requirements provided under the chapter. 

• Section 245.014 indicates that operating a facility without a license is a Class A 

misdemeanor. 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.245.htm
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• Section 245.015 provides a civil penalty against a person who knowingly violates the 

chapter or who knowingly fails to comply with a rule adopted under the chapter in the 

amount of not less than $100 or more than $500 for each violation. 

• Sec. 245.016 contains an exception for performing an abortion in an unlicensed facility if 

the physician reasonably believes that the abortion is necessary to prevent the death of the 

patient or to prevent serious impairment of the patient's physical health. 

• Section 245.017 allows the department to assess an administrative penalty against a person 

who violates the chapter or a rule adopted under this chapter. The penalty may not exceed 

$1,000 for each violation.  Each day of a continuing violation constitutes a separate 

violation. 

• Section 245.018 contains procedures for assessing an administrative penalty. 

• Section 245.019 governs hearings regarding an administrative penalty. 

• Section 245.020 governs notice of orders of violations, judicial review, and refunds. 

• Section 245.022 allows the department may assess reasonable expenses and costs against 

a person in an administrative hearing if, as a result of the hearing, the person's license is 

denied, suspended, or revoked or if administrative penalties are assessed against the person. 

• Section. 245.023 requires the department to make certain information available to the 

public, including (1) the status of the license of any abortion facility; (2) information on 

inspections and administrative or civil penalties imposed against a or a physician. The 

department shall maintain a toll-free telephone number that a person may call to obtain the 

information described above. 

• Section 245.024 requires an abortion facility to comply with Subchapter B, Chapter 171, 

Health and Safety Code. 

• Section 245.025 requires an abortion facility to display separate signs related to human 

trafficking. Specifications for the signs are included in the section. 

 

A-5: Health and Safety Code, Chapter 697, “Disposition of Embryonic and Fetal Tissue 

Remains” 

 

[Editor’s Note: The enforcement of this chapter had been enjoined by a federal district judge since 

2018. However, on June 28, the federal Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals vacated that injunction in 

light of the decision in the Dobbs case and remanded the case back to the district court for further 

proceedings. Providers impacted by Chapter 697 will need to monitor that status of this case and 

any action by HHSC to implement the requirements of Chapter 697 through rulemaking.]  

 

• Section 697.001 states the purpose of the chapter as expressing the state's profound respect 

for the life of the unborn by providing for a dignified disposition of embryonic and fetal 

tissue remains. 

• Section 697.002 provides definitions for “cremation”; “department” (the Department of 

State Health Services); “embryonic and fetal tissue remains”, which excludes the umbilical 

cord, placenta, gestational sac, blood, or body fluids; “executive commissioner” (the 

executive commissioner of the Health and Human Services Commission); “incineration”; 

“interment”; and “steam disinfection”. 

• Section 697.003 indicates that embryonic and fetal tissue remains are not pathological 

waste under state law, and chapters 711 and 716 of the Health and Safety Code and chapter 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/HS/htm/HS.697.htm
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651, Occupations Code, do not apply to the disposition of embryonic and fetal tissue 

remains. 

• Section 697.004 requires a health care facility in this state that provides health or medical 

care to a pregnant woman to dispose of embryonic and fetal tissue remains that are passed 

or delivered at the facility by (1)  interment; (2)  cremation; (3)  incineration followed by 

interment; or (4)  steam disinfection followed by interment. The ashes resulting from the 

cremation or incineration of embryonic and fetal tissue remains (1) may be interred or 

scattered in any manner as authorized by law for human remains; and (2) may not be placed 

in a landfill.  A health care facility responsible for disposing of embryonic and fetal tissue 

remains may coordinate with an entity in the registry established under Section 697.005 in 

an effort to offset the cost associated with burial or cremation of the embryonic and fetal 

tissue remains of an unborn child. The umbilical cord, placenta, gestational sac, blood, or 

body fluids from a pregnancy terminating in the death of the embryo or fetus for which the 

issuance of a fetal death certificate is not required by state law may be disposed of in the 

same manner as and with the embryonic and fetal tissue remains from that same pregnancy 

as authorized by chapter 697. 

• Section requires the Department of State Health Services to establish and maintain a 

registry of participating funeral homes and cemeteries willing to provide free common 

burial or low-cost private burial; and private nonprofit organizations that register with the 

department to provide financial assistance for the costs associated with burial or cremation 

of the embryonic and fetal tissue remains of an unborn child. DSHS must  make the registry 

information available on request to a physician, health care facility, or agent of a physician 

or health care facility. 

• Section 697.006 requires DSHS to develop a grant program that uses private donations to 

provide financial assistance for the costs associated with disposing of embryonic and fetal 

tissue remains. 

• Section 697.007 indicates that DSHS (presumably now HHSC) may suspend or revoke the 

license of a health care facility that violates chapter 697 or a rule adopted under chapter 

697. 

• Section 697.008 provides that a person that violates chapter 697 or a rule adopted under 

chapter 697 is liable for a civil penalty in an amount of $1,000 for each violation. and the 

attorney general may sue to collect the civil penalty and reasonable expenses incurred in 

collecting the civil penalty. 

• Section 697.009 contains rulemaking authority. 

 

A-6: Texas Revised Civil Statutes articles 4512.1-4512.6 (Title 71, Chapter 6 ½), “Abortion” 

 

[Editor’s Note: These articles were original enacted in 1925 and found in the Penal Code, and were 

transferred to the Civil Statutes in 1973. While Roe and Casey were in force, articles 4512.1 - .4, 

and .6 were unenforceable. However, they were never explicitly repealed. The enforceability of 

these statutes after the decision in the Dobbs case overturning Roe and Casey is currently shrouded 

in uncertainty. In 2004, the federal Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals found that the articles were 

impliedly repealed in the case of McCorvey v. Hill, 385 F.3d 846 (5th Cir. 2004). Other 

commentators, including the Texas Attorney General, have argued that the McCorvey case was 

wrongly decided and that the 1925 laws are currently enforceable.] 

  

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/CV/htm/CV.71.6-1_2.htm#4512.1
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• Article 4512.1 provides that if any person shall designedly administer to a pregnant woman 

or knowingly procure to be administered with her consent any drug or medicine, or shall 

use towards her any violence or means whatever externally or internally applied, and 

thereby procure an abortion, he shall be confined in the penitentiary not less than two nor 

more than five years; if it be done without her consent, the punishment shall be doubled.  

By “abortion” is meant that the life of the fetus or embryo shall be destroyed in the 

woman’s womb or that a premature birth thereof be caused. 

• Article 4512.2 provides that whoever furnishes the means for procuring an abortion 

knowing the purpose intended is guilty as an accomplice. 

• Article 4512.3 provides that if the means used shall fail to produce an abortion, the offender 

is nevertheless guilty of an attempt to produce abortion, provided it be shown that such 

means were calculated to produce that result, and shall be fined not less than one hundred 

nor more than one thousand dollars. 

• Article 4512.4 provides that if the death of the mother is occasioned by an abortion so 

produced or by an attempt to effect the same it is murder. 

• Article 4512.5 provides that whoever shall during parturition of the mother destroy the 

vitality or life in a child in a state of being born and before actual birth, which child would 

otherwise have been born alive, shall be confined in the penitentiary for life or for not less 

than five years. 

• Article 4512.6 provides that nothing in this chapter applies to an abortion procured or 

attempted by medical advice for the purpose of saving the life of the mother. 

 

 

A-7: Texas Family Code §§33.002-33.0022 (Abortions Performed on Unemancipated 

Minors) 

 

Texas Family Code chapter 33 governs abortions performed on unemancipated minors. Selected 

provisions are summarized below. Other provisions of the chapter cover the judicial procedures 

applicable to situations where a court order is used in lieu of parental/guardian/conservator 

consent. 

• Section 33.002 indicates that a physician may not perform an abortion on a pregnant 

unemancipated minor unless: 

o the physician performing the abortion gives at least 48 hours actual notice, in person or 

by telephone, of the physician's intent to perform the abortion to (A) a parent of the 

minor, if the minor has no managing conservator or guardian; or (B) a court-appointed 

managing conservator or guardian; 

o the physician who is to perform the abortion receives an order issued by a court under 

Section 33.003 or 33.004 authorizing the minor to consent to the abortion as provided 

by Section 33.003 or 33.004; or 

o the physician who is to perform the abortion (A) concludes that a medical emergency 

exists; certifies in writing to the Department of State Health Services and in the patient's 

medical record the medical indications supporting the physician's judgment that a 

medical emergency exists; and (C) provides the notice required by Section 33.0022. 

Additional provisions cover constructive notice if the required notice can’t be delivered, 

and how to certify that notice. A physician who intentionally performs an abortion on a 

pregnant unemancipated minor in violation of this section commits an offense punishable 

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/FA/htm/FA.33.htm
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by a fine not to exceed $10,000.  It is a defense to prosecution under this section that the 

minor falsely represented her age or identity to the physician to be at least 18 years of age 

by displaying an apparently valid proof of identity and age. A physician must use due 

diligence to determine that any woman on which the physician performs an abortion is not 

a minor or is emancipated, and the concept of due diligence is defined. 

• Section 33.0022 provides that if the physician concludes that a medical emergency exists 

and that there is insufficient time to provide the notice required by Section 33.002 or obtain 

the consent required by Section 33.0021, the physician must make a reasonable effort to 

inform, in person or by telephone, the parent, managing conservator, or guardian of the 

unemancipated minor within 24 hours after the time a medical emergency abortion is 

performed on the minor of (1) the performance of the abortion; and (2) the basis for the 

physician's determination of a medical emergency. Written notice must be provided not 

later than 48 hours, and the physician must execute for inclusion in the medical record of 

the minor an affidavit that explains the specific medical emergency that necessitated the 

immediate abortion. 

• 22 TAC §165.6 addresses physicians’ record-keeping requirements under chapter 33. See 

also 25 TAC §133.45(h), requiring a hospital that performs an abortion to comply with 

chapter 171 and §164.52(a)(19), Occupations Code (related to parental consent 

requirements for an abortion performed on an unemancipated minor). 

 

A-8: Other Statutes and Implementing Regulations Affecting Abortions 

 

Other Texas statutes contain references to abortions. Those statutes include: 

 

• Civil Practice and Remedies Code §30.022, governing the award of attorneys’ fees in a suit 

challenging the enforceability of a statute regulating or restricting abortions. 

• Family Code §32.003(a)(4), prohibiting a minor from consenting to an abortion (but see 

Family Code chapter 33). 

• Family Code chapter 33, governing abortions performed on unemancipated minors. 

• Family Code §§34.002(c) and 34.003(b)(14), restricting a nonparent adult caregiver from 

consenting to an abortion for a minor.   

• Family Code §151.002, conferring rights on a living human child born alive after an 

abortion or premature birth and establishing a physician-patient relationship between the 

child born alive and the physician who attempted the abortion. 

• Government Code §311.036 (Code Construction Act), indicating that a statute that 

regulates or prohibits abortion may not be construed to repeal any other statute that 

regulates or prohibits abortion, either wholly or partly, unless the repealing statute 

explicitly states that it is repealing the other statute, and containing other statutory 

construction provisions related to abortion statutes. 

• Government Code §402.036(g), excluding from grants from the Choose Life Account 

abortion providers or an affiliate of an abortion provider. The implementing regulation for 

this section is found at 1 TAC §54.6.  

• Government Code §2273.003, prohibiting a governmental entity from entering into a 

taxpayer funded transaction with an abortion provider or an affiliate of an abortion 

provider. 

https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=22&pt=9&ch=165&rl=6
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=1&pt=3&ch=54&rl=6
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• Human Resources Code §32.024, prohibiting the expenditure of certain Medicaid funds on 

elective abortions. See also 1 TAC §354.1167, allowing reimbursement for abortions 

performed in an emergency, 1 TAC §354.1169, allowing reimbursement for treatment of 

an ectopic pregnancy.  

• Health and Safety Code §32.005, prohibiting the expenditure of funds under the Texas 

maternal and infant health improvement services program unless the mother’s life is in 

danger. 1 TAC §382.17(b) places restrictions on Healthy Texas Women program providers 

from performing elective abortions both inside and outside the program. See also 1 TAC 

§§382.19, 382.21, 382.115, 382.117, 382.119. 

• Health and Safety Code §166.152(e)(4), prohibiting an agent under a medical power of 

attorney from consenting to an abortion. 

• Health and Safety Code §173.005(b), prohibiting the donation of human fetal tissue derived 

from an elective abortion. 

• Health and Safety Code §§241.007 and 243.017, requiring a hospital and an ambulatory 

surgery center, respectively, to comply with Subchapter B, Chapter 171, Health and Safety 

Code. 

• Health and Safety Code §Sec. 285.202, except in the case of a medical emergency, 

prohibiting a hospital created under general or special law that uses tax revenue of the 

district to finance the performance of an abortion from receiving state funding; and 

including documentation and record-keeping requirements related to an emergency 

• Insurance Code §546.053, prohibiting a health benefit plan issuer from using genetic 

information to coerce or compel a pregnant woman to have an induced abortion. 

• Insurance Code §1281.004-.006, imposing requirements on health benefit plan issuers 

whose plans cover elective abortions. 

• Insurance Code §1454.052, excluding payment for abortions in the provisions requiring 

equal health care coverage for women. 

• Insurance Code §1696.002, prohibiting a qualified health plan offered through a health 

benefit exchange from providing coverage for elective abortions. 

• Occupations Code chapter 103, providing a right for a physician, nurse, staff member, or 

employee of a hospital or other health care facility to object to directly or indirectly 

performing or participating in an abortion, including protection from discrimination and a 

right to sue. 

• Occupations Code §164.052, containing various provisions related to a physician 

performing a prohibited abortion and defining those instances as prohibited practices 

subject to discipline.  

• Occupations Code §164.0551, requiring a physician to comply with subchapter B, Chapter 

171, Health and Safety Code. 

 

A-9: Additional Selected Texas Administrative Code Provisions 

 

• 25 TAC Chapter 139 contains the rules and regulations related to abortion facility reporting 

and licensing. The chapter implements chapter 245, Health and Safety Code. The reporting 

requirements applicable to physicians and facilities are found at §§139.4 and 139.5.  

• 25 TAC Chapter 138 contains the rules and regulations related to the disposition of 

embryonic and fetal tissue remains. This chapter implements chapter 697, Texas Health 

and Safety Code. 

https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=1&pt=15&ch=354&rl=1167
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=1&pt=15&ch=354&rl=1169
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=1&pt=15&ch=382&rl=17
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.ViewTAC?tac_view=4&ti=25&pt=1&ch=139
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.ViewTAC?tac_view=5&ti=25&pt=1&ch=139&sch=A&rl=Y
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• 25 TAC §133.45(h), requiring a hospital that performs an abortion to comply with chapter 

171 and  §164.52(a)(19), Occupations Code (related to parental consent requirements for 

an abortion performed on an unemancipated minor). 

• 25 TAC §133.49, related to a hospital’s obligation to report abortion complications. 

 

https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=25&pt=1&ch=133&rl=45
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=25&pt=1&ch=133&rl=49
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